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Measuring the Community’s Progress: A New Perspective
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Haikal The Genius: Tipping Point for the Malay Community?
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by Sani Hamid
The community’s progress has long been measured by employment ﬁgures, educational statistics and
entrepreneurship, among others. Sani Hamid proposes a new approach to measure the community’s progress
more accurately – by calculating the net worth of the community.

by Yang Razali Kassim

Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain made the front page news recently for being the ﬁrst 13 year-old boy to be qualiﬁed for
university. Yang Razali Kassim looks at how we can replicate his success with more prodigies in the community.

FROM HAIKAL THE GENIUS TO HOMELESSNESS: NEW PEAKS AMID NEW PROBLEMS
We present a package of issues within the community – some bright sparks amid familiar bugbears. The emergence of Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain as probably the ﬁrst Malay
genius is something to be proud of. Is this the beginning of more Malay prodigies? Yang Razali Kassim discusses whether the community can develop a strategy to produce more
Malay geniuses over the next two decades. On the other extreme, is homelessness emerging as a new headache for the community, asks Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman.

EDUCATION OF THE MALAYS: THE WAY FORWARD
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by Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim
Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim looks at why the various intervention eﬀorts
by the community have not resulted in signiﬁcant progress of Malay
students in education. He discusses the possible impediments to the
success of Malay students.
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IN MATHEMATICS?: ASSESSING MALAY
PERFORMANCE IN THE LAST TWO DECADES
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by Nur Azha Putra
Although many in the community feel that the performance gap between
Malay students and those from other communities has not narrowed,
Nur Azha Putra oﬀers a more positive perspective. He argues that Malay
students’ performance has remained relatively stable despite the various
national and global crises.

THE FORGOTTEN DIMENSION:
THE CRITICAL ROLE OF TEACHING IN MALAY
ATTAINMENT IN MATHEMATICS
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by Nur Azha Putra
The gap between the performance of Malay students and those from
other communities in Mathematics has not closed despite the decades
of intervention by the community. Nur Azha Putra looks at whether the
strategy of focusing on the ‘human agency’ factor as a way to improve the
students’ performance might be ﬂawed.
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THE MALAY/MUSLIM COMMUNITY: IS IT ENOUGH?
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by Aidil Subhan Mohamed
The Ability-Driven Education (ADE) paradigm was introduced to
provide students with multiple pathways to cater to all strengths. While
statistics show that students are performing better under ADE, are the
improvements good enough? Aidil Subhan Mohamed discusses whether
ADE is suﬃcient to prepare students for 21st century challenges.

MALAY ACHIEVEMENT:
TIME TO STEP UP EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
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by Chairul Fahmy Hussaini
The Malay community has made notable achievements in various ﬁelds
including arts, education and sports thus far, underlining the community’s
desire to be on par with the other communities. However, there still
exists a signiﬁcant gap between the Malay community and the other
communities, which Chairul Fahmy Hussaini believes can be narrowed by
early intervention in education.
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by Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman
There have been many reports on more Malay families living by the beach
after losing their homes due to ﬁnancial problems. Mohammad Noor
Abdul Rahman looks at whether this is becoming a trend and if so, what
measures can be taken now to prevent the problem from worsening.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW
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by Khartini Khalid
Law Minister K Shanmugam’s idea of “leavening”, without aﬀecting the
core principle of meritocracy, has been, in his own words, “mildly heretical”.
Many found it bold and thought-provoking. The Straits Times described it
as having “stirred up a storm”, with divergent views even within the Malay
community. In Parliament, some Malay MPs had expressed disagreement
with the idea. Within the community, it found quiet resonance. Amidst the
debate, Khartini Khalid oﬀers a class perspective.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION:
ETHNICITY, DIVERSITY AND REPRESENTATION
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by Ustaz Mohamed Ali
The Religious Rehabilitation Group (RRG) of Singapore recently drew
interest from many, including the United States, because of its approach
to religious rehabilitation. Ustaz Mohamed Ali, a secretariat member and
counsellor with the RRG, gives an insight into how RRG works.
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In 2003, in a speech he made during a parliamentary session, Member of Parliament
K Shanmugam suggested a helping hand to assist the Malay community to
produce more icons of success. Six years later and now Singapore’s Law Minister,
Mr Shanmugam sticks to his proposal for diversity even as he reaﬃrms meritocracy
as a core principle. We reproduce excerpts of his parliamentary speech in 2003
and a newspaper report in 2009 when he spoke on the issue.

THE RELIGIOUS REHABILITATION GROUP (RRG):
GROWING THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY RESPONSE
TO THE JI THREAT
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open
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condary 5.

Congratulations to all on your achievements!
Lim Amira Syuhada Bte Mazlan
from Haig Girls’ Primary School for
attaining an aggregate of 252.
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Prioritise your child’s education.
Enrol your child in MERCU™ now.
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by Soﬁah Suaad Mohamed Jamil
Socio-economic progress around the world, including Singapore, has
given rise to consumerism, which often leads to careless consumption
and eventually, adverse implications on the environment. Soﬁah Jamil
believes that the Malay/Muslim community can play their part in
protecting the environment by making simple changes to their lifestyle.

Congratulations to the students in other levels!
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“In my opinion, MERCU™ has been a good source of learning
besides school as there are qualiﬁed tutors to assist me in
harnessing my academic potentials. Not only was I able to
learn good study techniques, I was also able to make lots of
friends! But of course, it is not all work. There is also much
fun too such as the SHOP (school holiday programmes) for
each level apart from the June outdoor programmes. I have
beneﬁted much from MERCU™ and I sincerely hope others
will beneﬁt too.”
Lim Amira Syuhada Bte Mazlan
She attained an aggregate of 252.

“I ﬁnd that the tuition programme is very good. The Intensive
Revision Workshop (IRW) and the Clinic Support Programme
(CSP) together with the tutors’ consistent assistance have
helped my child to really improve her marks a lot, especially
her Mathematics. She was able to score a B for her PSLE
Maths as compared to a D for the mid-year.“
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by Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat
Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat highlights certain statistics that should be looked
closely at. For instance, more Malays are buying cars and spending on
entertainment, but the same cannot be said for the proportion of their
income spent on education. Muhd Ridzwan argues that looking at
income disparity and the community’s spending on consumer durables
might give a more accurate assessment of its progress.

IGNITING THOUGHT, UNLEASHING YOUTH:
PERSPECTIVES ON MUSLIM YOUTH AND
ACTIVISM IN SINGAPORE –

EDITED BY MOHAMED NAWAB AND FARHAN ALI

able*

Mdm Rachmawati, parent of Nurul Kaiyisah Bte Md Latip.
Kaiyisah attained an aggregate of 223.

Emilia Bte Mohd Sulaiman from
Loyang Primary School, Primary 3
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Review by Shahira Anuar
Shahira Anuar reviews Young AMP’s inaugural book on youth and activism,
which explores the role of youths as change agents in the community
and how Malay/Muslim youths can contribute to the progress of the
community and country.
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THIS ISSUE of Karyawan focuses on stock-taking the community.
By this we mean a review of the community’s progress in recent years. This also includes a review
of the key issues and trends that have emerged over the same period.
This issue of Karyawan reflects only a sampling of the ideas that we have collated from society. We
try to reflect a diversity of perspectives, for that is what Karyawan is for – a platform for discourse
on issues affecting the community, which is a key component of Singaporean society. The views
and perspectives are personal to the authors – in other words they reflect nobody else’s. Some of
these ideas may resonate with you, while some you may completely disagree with. That is only
to be expected. You are welcome to respond by writing in to Karyawan. In so doing, we hope
to encourage a culture of discourse within the community – underpinned by a spirit of mutual
respect. Over time, we hope this culture of discourse will give rise to a thinking community.
1

You will hence find in this issue reflections on the progress and challenges of the community in
a range of fields as seen from the perspective of the authors – in education, social development,
economics. You will discern suggestions of new trends and new accomplishments, even as old
issues remain to hobble us.
A Community in Review is how we have themed this particular issue of Karyawan.
Coincidentally, an exercise in reviewing the community has also been quietly going on, led by
AMP, since last year. This exercise is part of our preparation for our Third National Convention of
Malay/Muslim Professionals. Convention 3, which was originally scheduled for October this year,
is slated to be held in October next year. Convention 1 in 1990 led to the birth of AMP. Convention
2 was held in 2000.

Karyawan Disclaimer:
Karyawan is a publication of the Association of
Muslim Professionals. The views expressed by the
authors do not necessarily reﬂect those of the
Association and its subsidiaries nor its directors
and the Karyawan editorial board. Copyright in
2010 of the Association of Muslim Professionals.
Printed in Singapore by The Print Lodge Pte Ltd.
All rights reserved.

By organising our convention once every ten years, we hope to contribute to the crucially
necessary periodic thinking about the progress and future of the community. Every society that
hopes to be successful must have a vanguard of people playing this role of consciousness-raising.
Karyawan, as an extension of AMP, will be an integral part of this important exercise.

We welcome letters, comments and suggestions
on the issues that appear in the magazine. Please
address your correspondence to:

Yang Razali Kassim
Supervising Editor

Editor, Karyawan
Association of Muslim Professionals,
1 Pasir Ris Drive 4,
#05-11, Singapore 519457,
Tel: +65 6416 3966
Fax: +65 6583 8028
Email: karyawan@amp.org.sg
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MEASURING THE COMMUNITY’S PROGRESS:

A NEW PERSPECTIVE
The community’s progress
has long been measured by
employment ﬁgures, educational
statistics and entrepreneurship,
among others. Sani Hamid
proposes a new approach
to measure the community’s
progress more accurately – by
calculating the net worth of the
community.

Sani Hamid

IN MY present line of work, I deal with many middle-income families that face problems
with their ﬁnances. They may be middle-income families, but the majority continue to
“kais pagi, makan pagi; kais petang, makan petang” while an equally large number continue
to take on more and more debt to ﬁnance unsustainable imbalances in their income and
expenditure. In many cases, these families are at the edge and it will take very little to push
them into crisis.
Through my work with such families, I believe there is an urgent need to adopt a new
perspective on measuring the community’s progress. This is important because over the
years, when one speaks about economic challenges facing the community, the focus
has often been on issues relating to education/skills, employment, entrepreneurship and
globalisation. To this eﬀect, a lot of eﬀort and resources have been put into these areas, and
with very good results to show for.
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However, these present measures of the community’s progress
do not provide us with a holistic picture. While we can say that
our children are increasingly better educated, our workers
are earning more and are better skilled, and the community
collectively owns more assets than before, these measures only
focus on issues relating to improvements in the community’s
‘income’ or ‘assets’. Instead, in the coming years, I believe the
community’s Achilles’ Heel will be the flip side of this: its growing
‘expenditure’ and ‘liabilities’.
The Net Worth Approach
In my view, like corporations or individuals, the overall standing
of the community should be measured by its net worth, which
measures not only the ‘assets’ and ‘income’ but also the ‘liabilities’
and ‘expenditure’ of the community. More directly, this approach
allows for the threat from over-spending and over-borrowing to be
reﬂected. This is vital as I believe if there is anything which could
unravel many of the gains made over the past few decades it is the
community’s susceptibility to over-spending and over-borrowing.
Take for example the latest 2005 census figures. They show that
the community’s household net income was a small negative
balance, based on the income and expenditure figures of $2,830
and $2,844 respectively. My guess would be that after the recent
crisis, this deficit would have become much larger. This deficit
in the community’s net income would imply that households
would have had to either:
– sell their existing assets, or
– increase their liabilities (take on debt), to ﬁnance this shortfall.
To me, this underscores a key threat to the community over the
long run.
To understand the above further, the community’s position could
be akin to an individual who has put in a lot of effort to boost
his income, for example, through improved education or skills
training. With his better income, this individual can now afford,
via credit or debt, to purchase assets like household appliances,
a car or even a property. However, this same individual spends
more than he earns every month and finances his monthly
deficits by drawing down on his savings (an asset) and also by
increasing his credit card balances (a liability).
So clearly, based on one measure (income/asset), this individual
is successful but based on another set of measures (expenditure/
liabilities), he is not. What matters is when we put these two
together and measure an individual’s net worth. Very often, the
picture we get is one of an individual who spends more than he
earns and has liabilities exceeding his assets.

FOCUS

In my view, it is this net worth approach that
we should use to measure the community’s
success against.

In my view, it is this net worth approach that we should use
to measure the community’s success against. This approach
is more holistic and in fact, challenges us to relook some data
underlining the community’s progress over the past couple
of years. For example, data on the community’s ownership of
consumer durables, which has increased over the past few
years. Statistically more Malay households presently own cars,
air conditioners, mobile phones, personal computers, and laser/
VCD players than ever before. But do we know how much of
these have been bought on credit? What about data showing
that more Malay households are living in bigger homes? Do we
know how many can realistically afford these bigger dwellings?
How many have fully utilised their CPF Ordinary Accounts and
thus are dependent on being employed as the only means to
pay their installments? How many are in arrears on the HDB
loans, especially after this crisis?
We Must Prepare Ourselves
In the years ahead, our community – and for that matter, all other
communities too – will face a major challenge: managing its
debt amid a volatile economic environment. The continued rise
in consumerism and the availability of easy credit will encourage
many to spend and be indebted. In fact, this has sadly become a
way of life. In addition, we are also living in an increasingly volatile
world where crises have become more commonplace. Already,
in the past decade, we have had three: the Asian financial crisis
of 1997, the dot com crisis of 2001 and the recent sub-prime
crisis. I would be the least surprised to see more of such shocks
in the coming years.
Thus, unless we become a net income surplus community and
pare down our liabilities, no matter how much progress we make
on the ‘income’ or ‘assets’ fronts, we will always remain vulnerable
to economic shocks.
Encouragingly, we now hear of public education programmes
like Projek Bijak Belanja and many more discussions in the media
on financial planning, both of which play a key part in educating
the community. However, in my view, there is still a lot more
to be done and a serious need to tackle this on a much larger
scale if we, as a community, are going to effectively face the
challenges that lie ahead.

Sani Hamid has 16 years of experience as a market and economic analyst. He is regularly interviewed by CNBC and Channel NewsAsia, among
others. He is currently a wealth management director in Financial Alliance, a ﬁnancial advisory ﬁrm.
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From top row, left, clockwise: Natasha Nabila Muhamad Nasir, Nazhar Adnan, Ainan Celeste Cawley, Muhammad Adib Surani, Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain and Professor Ahmad Ibrahim

TIPPING POINT FOR THE MALAY COMMUNITY?
Yang Razali Kassim
The emergence of Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain as probably the ﬁrst Malay genius is something
to be proud of. Is this the beginning of more Malay child prodigies? Can the community develop a
strategy to produce more Malay geniuses over the next two decades?
IN MY BOOK, it was by far the biggest news about the Malay community in a long time. The Malay language daily,
Berita Harian, was ﬁrst out with it on 4 February, playing it, rightly, on the front page. The Straits Times, Singapore’s
main English language daily, should have had it on the same day, but did not. It made up for this by running the
news the next day, also on the front page, but with a picture bigger than the one carried in Berita Harian. The story
is about Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain – probably the ﬁrst-ever Malay boy genius.
Haikal, the First Singaporean Boy Genius?
Unless my memory fails me – and I stand corrected, of course – he may well also be the ﬁrst-ever Singaporean
boy genius in his age group. At 13, he is qualiﬁed to enter university. He scored straight As in an examination
that only 18 year-olds would sit for to enter university. His As were for Biology, Physics and Chemistry which he
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scored by sitting for the British equivalent of the GCE ‘A’ level examinations – the International General Certiﬁcate
of Secondary Education (IGCSE). He sat for it last November when he was 12. When I was his age, I was in Primary
6 trying hard to get into Secondary One; entering university did not even cross my mind. And the faculty he is
aiming for? Medicine – because he wants to study the human brain. It is an acknowledgement of his brilliance that
the National University of Singapore says it is seriously considering his application. In Singapore, the norm is that
you don’t get into university until you are at least 18, or 21 if you did your National Service.
Haikal’s sterling achievement takes a notch higher what appears to be a growing trend of Malays/Muslims achieving
exceptional peaks in education in recent years. Though few and far between, it is a positive trend nonetheless.
A few years ago, Natasha Nabila Muhamad Nasir topped the Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE) at 294
points out of a possible 300. That was the highest PSLE score in 17 years, according to the Ministry of Education.
The norm for the top scorers for PSLE has been in the region of the 280s. Breaking the 290 barrier was, beyond
doubt, the dream of any Singaporean PSLE student. Who would have imagined that a Malay girl would achieve
that – and by just six points short of a perfect score of 300. It will be tough to match her performance, though it
will be matched or broken one day. Will that future record-breaker be another Malay student?
Haikal the boy genius himself scored 274 points for his own PSLE, but that did not stop him from going on to
strike out to achieve his dream. So what drove him to excel? Apparently, he decided to sit for the IGSCE to test
his own ability after being inspired by another boy genius, Ainan Celeste Cawley. Ainan was the seven-year-old
Singaporean boy with a Malay mother and British father who sat for the IGSCE for one subject – Chemistry – at ‘O’
Level and passed.
It is encouraging to note that Haikal is not alone as a child prodigy. According to The Straits Times, his sibling,
Farhan, now a Primary 6 pupil at Rosyth, the same school as Haikal’s, also scored three A stars and one A in the
IGSCE exams last year. Haikal and Farhan
come from a middle-class family. Their
It is encouraging to note that Haikal is not
parents are both engineers; their mother
was a civil engineer until she decided to be
alone as a child prodigy.
a housewife to dedicate her time fully to
the family. So what’s their secret? Did they
adopt any special study methods for their children? What inspiration did they give to their children to become so
brilliant? Unfortunately, their parents seem to be shying away from the spotlight for now.
Malay Child Prodigies
The sterling achievements of Haikal, Farhan, and Natasha Nabila, should make the Malay community proud,
especially given the seemingly endless spate of disheartening news about low educational attainment within the
community. When reports about Ainan ﬁrst surfaced to become the youngest person in the world to pass the GCE
‘O’ Level chemistry examination, the community was pleasantly surprised. While Ainan’s mother is Malay, his father
is not. But Haikal and Farhan, like Natasha Nabila, do not come from mixed parentage. And there were quite a few
more such child prodigies who came from pure Malay parentage. Another example is Muhammad Adib Surani,
the former Raﬄes Institution mathematics genius who migrated to Australia with his parents ﬁve years ago and
topped Australia in Mathematics for boys of his age. The Australian media described him as one of the top maths
brains in Australia for his peer.
Much earlier, in 1994, a Malay boy with an IQ of 172 entered junior college at 15 when the usual age is 17. Nazhar
Adnan from Temasek Junior College was selected to join a space camp in the US organised by NASA – triggering in
him an ambition to be an astronaut. Then, there was another source of pride, Dr Mansoor Jalil, the Cambridge PhD
holder who had earlier graduated with First Class Honours in Physics. Indeed, decades earlier, before Singapore
became a nation-state, Ahmad Ibrahim emerged as the ﬁrst Singapore Malay student to score a double ﬁrst class
honours in law and economics from Cambridge in 1939. He later became a pillar in the Malay/Muslim community
as Singapore’s ﬁrst Attorney General. He was also the brain behind the Administration of Muslim Law Act (AMLA)
– that piece of legislation which till this day deﬁnes the legal superstructure governing the religious life of the
Malay/Muslim community in Singapore. Professor Ahmad Ibrahim later helped pioneer the growth of Islamic law
in Malaysia, where he migrated to, when the International Islamic University was set up in the 1980s.
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I see one subtle diﬀerence in the new emerging breed of Malay prodigies: the new ones are making waves not just
in qualitative terms but also quantum leaps in the ﬁeld of knowledge. Adib was a mathematics genius ahead of
not only his peers. He topped the ﬁeld amongst students of his age in another country – Australia. Haikal too was
ahead of his peers and tested his skills beyond his age group.
What this means is that despite all its constraints and shortcomings, the Malay community can and do produce
geniuses, and in diﬀerent ﬁelds such as maths, science and law. Although these have emerged sparingly,
the trend seems to be emerging. Have we reached a tipping point whereby such Malay success stories will
appear in greater numbers and in more predictable ﬂows? Can we systematically nurture this trend?
Nurturing A Trend
Perhaps, the time has come for the community to seriously consider a systematic process to nurture geniuses
within the community, notwithstanding the debate over nature versus nurture. The dominant school of thought
argues that geniuses emerge naturally. But increasingly, there is a view that child prodigies, like talent, can be
nurtured. The Association of Muslim Professionals (AMP), as a movement of professionals, should seriously consider
developing a nurturing strategy for the community. Hothousing, for example, should not be avoided like a dirty
word. Back in the 1990s, the idea of nurturing talent, or even geniuses, was discussed in AMP. We called it Project
Ahmad Einstein, reﬂecting the combination of two objectives: Brilliant Malay/Muslim students, steeped in Islamic
values to motivate and drive them.
The project however did not take oﬀ the ground because some in the community were averse to what they saw
as ‘elitist’ ideas. If only we had gone ahead to develop a cohort of ‘Ahmad Einsteins’, we could have seen the results
by now – in one generation.

6

The community needs to study how other countries develop prodigies – perhaps even other minority
communities with such programmes. This strategy of developing geniuses could be pursued in the context of
a larger plan of role-playing within the community. As a community, our overall agenda remains the enduring
goal of how to achieve socio-economic progress as an integral component of the Singaporean nation-state.
Our key goal is still how to tackle the problem of relative lack of progress in the areas of education, social
development and economic status. Over the next 10 years, the environment can be expected to be more
complex as the economy is further transformed to meet the challenges of a more demanding world.
AMP and CLF: Role Specialisation
Our expanding social problems calls for key players within the community to close ranks and strategise in terms
of role specialisation. More resources and brainpower should be poured into addressing our social quagmire.
The Community Leaders’ Forum (CLF), of which AMP has been a member since the Forum was formed, can be a
platform for the community to rally around to achieve this purpose.
At the same time, a few key players should specialise to build the ‘dynamos’ of the future. These dynamos – the
geniuses – will be our future leaders who will become the ‘engines’ of growth and the pathﬁnders into the 21st
century. AMP should play this nurturing role so that we can help produce more role models for the community. As
a movement of professionals with many of the more successful members of the community, we have the natural
habitat and resource base to play this role. We should grow this habitat through our network of fellowships of
Muslim professionals so that as a movement of professionals, we can inspire the younger generation within the
community with stories of success.
The CLF should see this role by AMP as a complementary strategy. In other words, the CLF should be strengthened
to tackle the problems of the community at the mass level, which AMP can and should contribute to. At the same
time, AMP should dedicate its resources to thinking and planning long-range to develop future geniuses for the
community. Nurturing more Haikals or Muhammad Adibs, or Natasha Nabilas, should be part of AMP’s plan for its
Third National Convention of Malay/Muslim Professionals to help take the community into the future.
Yang Razali Kassim is former Chairman of AMP. He is currently Supervising Editor of Karyawan and Chairman of the AMP
Convention Steering Committee.
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EDUCATION OF THE MALAYS:

THE WAY FORWARD

Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim

Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim looks at why the various intervention eﬀorts by the community have
not resulted in signiﬁcant progress of the Malay students in education. He discusses the possible
impediments to the success of Malay students.
WHEN THE Ministry of Education (MOE) released data on educational performance of the various ethnic
groups last December, it sparked concern within the Malay community. The performance in PSLE mathematics
hit its lowest during the ten-year period between 1999 and 2008, as shown in Chart A, despite two decades of
intervention by Malay/Muslim organisations (MMOs).
CHART A: Percentage of PSLE Students Who Scored A* – C in Mathematics

7

�
Source: Ministry of Education Press Release (2009). “Performance by Ethnic Group 1999-2008”.

In January 2010, Dr Yaacob Ibrahim, Minister-in-charge of Muslim Affairs, was asked during a dialogue session
about the dip in performance of Malay students in PSLE mathematics and science following the release of
similar statistics in December 2007. The unsatisfactory performance came despite a slew of mathematics
programmes initiated by MMOs to tackle the problem of Malay students’ performance in mathematics in
national examinations, such as Maju Minda Matematika (3M) under the Community Leaders’ Forum (CLF).
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Dr Yaacob explained that the decline in performance was not due to the ineffectiveness of the programmes by
MMOs but has more to do with efforts to reach out to the wider community, particularly low-income families.
He added that a recent report released through CLF showed that Malay/Muslim students who participated in
MMOs’ programmes had achieved good results.
Going by Dr Yaacob’s argument, the challenge therefore is to get more Malay/Muslim students to attend MMOs’
programmes. Questions, however, remain as to why, in the ﬁrst place, the programmes failed to draw their
participation.
Communication eﬀorts should not only be about creating awareness of the programmes; it should also be tailored to
factor in perceptions towards programmes of MMOs and their aﬀordability to low-income families whom Dr Yaacob
said should be targeted. MMOs will have to act to reassure the community that high standards are maintained for all
their education programmes and that students who participated have produced encouraging results.
Making an Impact
For these programmes to make an impact on educational performance at a national level, the numbers taking them
up need to reach a critical mass. A pertinent question, therefore, is whether MMOs have adequate resources and
are ready to take in a larger number of students. The eﬀort to cater to a bigger number of students could be a
massive one, entailing the need for MMOs to pool their resources and coordinate among themselves by oﬀering
programmes that best suit the competencies they acquired
through experience. Specialisation would enable them to
Questions, however, remain
maximise limited resources.

as to why, in the ﬁrst place,
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The Trapped Group
the programmes failed to
There is a need to re-examine how educational assistance
draw their participation.
should be administered. It is inevitable for organisations that
are extending assistance to the needy to specify certain basic
eligibility criteria for administrative purposes. It is however impossible for such criteria to take into account the
diﬀerences in expenditure on basic needs, which could result in one family having less to spend on education
compared to another. For example, the expenditure on healthcare of one family could be higher than another’s as
a result of a member of the family suﬀering from a chronic illness such as diabetes. In the case of MOE’s Financial
Assistance Scheme (MOE FAS), to be eligible, the gross monthly household income must not exceed $1,500 for
families with one or two children or $1,800 for those with three or more children.
The diﬀerence in expenditure on education for one more child could be substantial, especially under the current
Ability-Driven Education (ADE) paradigm which emphasises nurturing ability. It is possible for parents with three
children, who miss out on assistance because their income is marginally higher than the MOE FAS criterion, to actually
have less to spend on education than parents with one child earning $1,500.
The median income of the Malays in 2005 is a mere $2,830 – much lower than those for the Chinese ($4,000) and the
Indians ($3,730) – and that 21.6% of Malays have a household size of six or more persons. Given this fact, the numbers
trapped between not qualifying for assistance and being unable to maintain a reasonable expenditure on education
could be signiﬁcant.
MMOs could supplement existing assistance programmes by catering to those who do not meet the eligibility
criteria of these programmes. Assistance could be rendered to them by determining the cost of education at a given
educational level, looking at how much a prospective applicant has at his or her disposal to spend on education
– after deducting expenses on other basic needs from disposable income and topping up the amount needed to
meet education expenses. In addition, MMOs could also tap on national schemes, such as the Community Tuition
Fee Subsidy Scheme, by beeﬁng up communication eﬀorts to create awareness among the community about the
availability of such initiatives.
ITE Students
The data released by MOE also showed that the number of Malay students admitted to post-secondary institutions has
been increasing (Chart B). In fact, the rate at which they are progressing is comparable to other ethnic groups. However,
unlike the Chinese and Indians, the majority of Malay students advance to Institute of Technical Education (ITE).
© Association of Muslim Professionals. Permission is required for reproduction.
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CHART B: Percentage of P1 Cohort Admitted to Post-Secondary Institutions

Source: Ministry of Education Press Release (2009). “Performance by Ethnic Group 1999-2008”.

�

In August 2009, Dr Yaacob expressed concern about high dropout rates among Malay ITE students and
described it as having reached “worrying levels”. However, in October, Mr Masagos Zulkifli Masagos Mohamad,
Senior Parliamentary Secretary for Education and Home Affairs, said that the attrition rate among students of all
ethnicities has declined since several years ago. About 82% of the 2006 cohort completed their course with full
certificates while two-thirds of the remaining obtained certificates for finishing at least one module.

9

The performance of Malay students in ITE is especially important because, being the largest in number among
Malay post-secondary students, they will be instrumental in influencing the occupational profile of the Malays
in the workforce in the immediate future. The educational attainment of Malay workers has not kept up with
that of the resident workforce, as comparing Charts C and D show, leaving a high proportion of Malays in lowerskilled occupational categories. Figures from the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) show that PMETs (Professionals,
Managers, Executives and Technicians) formed 51% of the workforce in 2008 (Chart E). In contrast, only 21.2%
CHART C: Educational Attainment of Resident Labour Force, 1998 and 2008 (As at June)
14.0%
25.8%

CHART D: Educational Proﬁle of Resident Working Malays Aged 15 Years & Over
1.8%
3.1%
9.8%

29.2%

5.1%
7.6%

17.7%

10.6%
9.9%

3.0%
4.3%

21.5%
12.3%
14.2%

52.4%
53.3%
48.5%

23.5%

36.2%
24.2%
1998

2008

■ Below Secondary ■ Secondary ■ Upper Secondary ■ Polytechnic ■ Degree
Source: Manpower Research and Statistics Department, Ministry of Manpower

33.0%
21.7%
1995

2000

17.3%
2005

■ Below Secondary ■ Secondary ■ Upper Secondary ■ Polytechnic ■ Degree
Source: General Household Survey 2005, Census of Population 2000
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CHART E: Occupational Distribution of Employed Residents, 1998 and 2008 (As at June)

29.7%

CHART F: Resident Working Malays Aged 15 Years & Over by Occupation

24.3%
40.5%

39.9%

36.2%

38.9%

23.4%

21.2%

2000

2005

51.8%
24.7%
29.1%

31.3%
41.2%

51.0%

17.0%
1998

2008

■ Production & Transport Operators, Cleaners & Labourers*
■ Clerical, Sales & Service Workers ■ Professionals, Managers, Executives & Technicians
Note: *- Including Agricultural & Fishery Workers and Workers Not Classiﬁable by Occupation.

Source: Manpower Research and Statistics Department, Ministry of Manpower

1995

■ Production Workers, Cleaners & Labourers
■ Clerical, Sales & Services ■ Professional, Technical & Managerial
Source: General Household Survey 2005, Census of Population 2000

of Malays held PMET positions in 2005, down from 23.4% in 2000 (Chart F). It is likely that the share of PMET
jobs will continue to rise in the future as more residents seek higher education while the shares of lower-skilled
ones decline.
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ITE graduates enjoy the prospects of
moving into PMET positions, where the
The feeling of resignation that streaming
Malays are significantly underrepresented.
could breed needs to be tackled especially
Graduates of technical courses could apply
as a large proportion of Malay students are
for jobs as technicians while those in nonin Normal Academic or Normal Technical
technical courses could vie for associate
streams.
professional positions. An immediate,
realistic and doable measure that could
therefore be undertaken to improve the
occupational profile of the Malays in the workforce is to minimise – if not eradicate – the number of Malay ITE
students dropping out, encouraging those with NITEC certificates to pursue Higher NITEC courses and then
polytechnic diplomas.
Aspiration
The absence of high aspiration is believed to be a factor that has contributed to Malay students’ lack of academic
attainments. Roping in role models, career seminars, networking sessions with successful young professionals
and success stories shared via the media are among the efforts undertaken to raise the levels of aspiration
among the Malays. However, there is still a need to better understand the impediments to harbouring high
aspirations among the Malays.
The feeling of resignation that streaming could breed needs to be tackled especially as a large proportion of
Malay students are in Normal Academic or Normal Technical streams. Frequent use of terms such as ‘slower
stream’ or ‘students who are less academically inclined’ may have a negative impact on the confidence and selfesteem of students in such streams. Also, considering their socio-economic predicament, many Malays may
choose to enter the workforce early to supplement family income, making ITE and polytechnics a viable option.
Their lack of financial means puts a damper on their aspiration to pursue higher education beyond ITE and
polytechnic diplomas. Families need to be assured that adequate assistance is available should their children
pursue higher education.
Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim is a Senior Research Oﬃcer with the Centre for Research on Islamic and Malay Aﬀairs (RIMA),
the research arm of the Association of Muslim Professionals (AMP).
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DOWNWARD TREND OR TURN-AROUND IN MATHEMATICS?:

Assessing Malay Performance
in the Last Two Decades

Nur Azha Putra

Although many in the
community feel that the
performance gap between
Malay students and those from
other communities has not
narrowed, Nur Azha Putra oﬀers
a more positive perspective. He
argues that Malay students’
performance has remained
relatively stable despite the
various national and global
crises.

THE RECENT release of the national results of attainment in mathematics of the diﬀerent
ethnic groups in Singapore has not shown anything unusual, or alarming for that matter.
Going by the statistics, as usual, the Chinese community has done better than the
Malays, Indians and ‘Others’. However, the general mood within the Malay community
has been somewhat sombre, going by the media reports. The general narratives suggest
that the Malays are still unable to narrow the performance gap and there are concerns
over the continued decline. Interestingly, almost left out by these narratives is that the
result could actually suggest that the community has become far more resilient over the
last two decades. To understand this rationale, the statistics have to be understood and
contextualised within the larger scheme of things.
The Malay Performance in PSLE and ‘O’ level Mathematics (1999-2008)
According to the Ministry of Education’s press release, the PSLE results showed that there
is a dip in the performance of students across all ethnic groups in 2008. In 2007, the Indian
community had the largest percentage fall (1.1 per cent) followed by the Malays (0.5 per
cent) and the Chinese (0.2 per cent). Only the ‘Others’ showed an increase of 4.7 per cent.
With regards to the ‘O’ level results, there was an improvement across the board. The
largest percentage increase occurred in the Indian community (1.7 per cent) followed by
the Chinese (0.9 per cent), ‘Others’ (0.5 per cent) and the Malays (0.2 per cent).
Although at 56.3 per cent, the Malays’ PSLE mathematics results in 2008 were the lowest
since 1999, the same can be said for the Chinese community as well. Last year, both
communities registered a slight decline and improvement in the PSLE and ‘O’ level
results respectively.
Malay Performance in PSLE Mathematics (1989-1999)
Between 1993 and 1995, the Indian community’s PSLE mathematics results leaped
by 12.6 per cent from 58.5 per cent (1993) to 71.1 per cent (1995). Likewise, there
was a major performance boost in the other communities as well. The Chinese
community showed a six per cent increase from 86.5 per cent (1993) to 92.5 per
cent (1995) while the Malay community climbed by 12.9 per cent from 49.9 per
cent (1993) to 62.8 per cent (1995). However, in 2001, the Malay performance in PSLE
mathematics dropped to 57.2 per cent and has remained below 60 per cent since.
Sustainable Results
In retrospect, the Malay community’s 2008 PSLE and ‘O’ level results were not
surprising. Going by the trend since 1999, there was a lack of evidence to
reasonably conclude that the performance gap could have been dramatically
reduced in 2008. In fact, it would have been an anomaly and quite a surprise
had the results been any diﬀerent. It is also highly improbable that the Malay
mathematics results in both national examinations could change dramatically
in the foreseeable future.
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However, it appears that in the last ten years (1999-2008), the Malay
PSLE and ‘O’ level performance has stabilised and has become
consistent, albeit there were slight gains and dips. Stretching this
point further, one may even argue that the Malay community has
in fact, shown a gradual improvement over a period of 20 years if
the results in 1989 are used as a baseline. Then, the percentage of
those who passed mathematics at PSLE and ‘O’ level stood at 45.3
per cent and 51.2 per cent respectively.
What is certain however, is that the Malay community has managed
to sustain a certain level of progress amidst the socio-economic
challenges of the last two decades, a feat which may be considered
as commendable.
Rationalising the Results
Broadly speaking, there are two ways to rationalise the 2008 results.
The resulting diﬀerence between the two perspectives is whether
ensuing strategies would use the present baseline as a foundation
or as a point of departure, which would then determine the use of
resources such as time, manpower and funds.
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The general observation is such that the 2008 results, which were
the lowest in this decade, are a sign of worse things to come.
They therefore warrant introspection and perhaps calls for reform
of the current strategies and programmes. The ensuing narrative
naturally implies that the community is on the path of a downward
trend. Proponents of this narrative begin on the premise that
the community has failed in bridging the performance gap and
therefore the ‘right’ course of action is to call for a revision of past
strategies and perhaps construct new ones. The problem with
this observation is the tendency to trivialise minor achievements
and instead prefer to measure success in terms of grand
accomplishments as opposed to incremental developments. The
fallacy with such thinking is the tendency to measure development
in terms of absolute numbers only and devoid of context, rather
than sustainable progress.
In contrast, one may argue that the community is actually on the
path of an upward trend. This narrative would thus call for a scaling
up of eﬀorts to raise the educational performance to the next
level. Advocates of this perspective start on the premise that the
community is heading in the right direction and that, in the last
two decades, the foundation has been laid for future development.
This implies that the community is ready to improve upon its
current level of educational attainment and progress to the next
stage of the development cycle. In short, the foundation for the
next level of development has been laid in the previous decades.
After all, progress can only be achieved on the back of a strong
and stable foundation and one indicator is in its resillience – the
ability to maintain or revert back to its original shape in the face of
sustained pressure.

KARYAWAN

Social Resilience and Education
One issue has been largely ignored in the mainstream narratives. This
is the notion that the Malay community’s education performance
could have easily slid backwards or declined sharply as a result of the
ﬁnancial crisis of the late 1990s, SARS, and the more recent global
economic crisis. The fact that it did not is in itself an achievement,
which bodes well for the community and the Malay/Muslim
organisations (MMOs). One may even suggest that the community
is beginning to develop a resillience towards socio-economic shocks
from the perspective of educational attainments.
Furthermore, the community has managed to sustain its PSLE and
‘O’ level mathematics results despite the emergence of the ‘mindset’
problem, the so-called underclass, rising teenage pregnancies, a
vulnerable workforce, prevailing single income families and a high
fertility rate, in the last decade.

In contrast, one may argue that the
community is actually on the path of an
upward trend.
In addition, it should be acknowledged that while new socioeconomic issues have emerged over the last decade, the
community as a whole was not slow to react in identifying,
analysing and mitigating them. The Malay community was
conscious of any emerging issues and trends and was able to
mobilise its institutions and channel its resources accordingly. This
suggests that the community has evolved to be far more alert,
responsive, and nimble at responding to new challenges. The
point here is that the community was able to organise itself, rally
whatever social capital it has and respond appropriately, although
one may argue that it is always useful to be able to identify an issue
before it becomes a trend.
Final Analysis
Against this backdrop, it is not too far-fetched to propose that as a
community, we must have been doing something right. At the very
least, it can be observed that the various MMOs have formulated
the appropriate strategies and responses. Therefore, rather than
agonising over the ‘mindset’ problem, perhaps now is the best
time to start deliberating on how to scale up the strategies of the
past decades, identify new vulnerabilities and reach out to a wider
segment of the community, amongst other things.
At this juncture, a positivist rather than a fatalistic reasoning may be
more helpful in mapping future directions. After all, the whole lexicon
of development and the very aspirations for excellence are framed
within the notion that they are both achievable in the ﬁrst place. As
we move into the next decade, and as we take stock of where we are
in the journey, it is pertinent, as a community, to dig deeper and pose
the right questions in order to sieve out the right answers.

Nur Azha Putra is a member of Young AMP’s Board of Management. He is also an Associate Research Fellow with the S Rajaratnam School of International
Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University (NTU).
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THE FORGOTTEN DIMENSION:
The Critical Role of Teaching in Malay Attainment in Mathematics
Nur Azha Putra
Much emphasis has been placed on the ‘human agency’ of Malay students and their parents to
lift the community’s performance in mathematics. However, sustained underperformance despite
decades of intervention by the community does suggest that the issue is more complicated than
it appears. Has the discussion within the community on the issue of mathematical attainment
stagnated with almost no new insights oﬀered? Is it time to explore the link between the teachers’
pedagogy and the performance of Malay students in mathematics?
ONCE AGAIN, the issue of the community’s attainment in mathematics at the PSLE and ‘O’ level examinations
dominated our imagination following the Ministry of Education’s press release in December 2009. The media
was busy reporting the various rationales and analyses within the community. The community leaders from
the various Malay/Muslim organisations and the rest of the Malay intelligentsia offered their thoughts to make
sense of this longstanding issue of Malay students’ underperformance in the subject.
Deconstructing the Incoherence
Unfortunately, and as with previous years, there were hardly any new explanations. Malay students’
underperformance is an old issue. It has survived several decades, yet the diagnosis from within the community
has remained largely unchanged. To the neglect of other factors, too much emphasis has been given to the
‘human agency’, or rather the lack of it, amongst the underperforming Malay students and their parents.
The national curriculum has evolved over the years and yet our narratives of the community’s issues have
remained stagnant. How do we, as a community, expect to inform and provide feedback to the government
and expect any real changes in the future for that matter, if the consensus amongst certain segments of the
community’s intelligentsia has not evolved?
It has become fashionable for some to berate the community, the students and their parents on the premise
that their failure to pass mathematics is down to the lack of ‘human agency’ factors such as interest, desire and
will to succeed. As if passion, grit and determination are enough to ensure success in an urban society and
global economy such as Singapore. The idea of prolonged underperformance in mathematics has become so
dehumanising that one could sense the humiliation, resentment and fatalism masked beneath the rationale
and moral reasoning of certain members of the community’s inteligentsia.
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Going by public opinion, the ‘root’ of
the issue is a lethal combination of the
To the neglect of other factors, too much
students’ lack the interest, discipline, focus,
emphasis has been given to the ‘human
concentration, diligence, desire and hunger,
agency’, or rather the lack of it, amongst the
amongst other things. Their parents, in
underperforming Malay students and their
turn, have failed to provide the ‘right’ home
parents.
environment, failed to instil the appetite for
success in their children and even perhaps,
as negative role models, aggravating the situation further. Maybe there is some truth to this, but can a healthy
dose of spirituality do the trick as suggested by a reader in Berita Harian? This reader proposed a daily recital of the
Quran as the means to condition the mind for mathematical aptitude. Quite rightly, a friend pointed out that this
is a hypothesis which is not reinforced by the results in the madrasahs, at least in recent years.
Another report in Berita Harian went further to suggest that IQ (Intelligence Quotient) or rather the lack of it, is
the reason behind the poor performance in mathematics. This is a somewhat strange hypothesis considering
that there are many other complex tasks which are performed daily outside the school that requires varying
levels of mathematical skills and calculations. This particular opinion fails to observe the difference between
‘everyday’ mathematical knowledge and ‘school’ mathematics, and does not comprehend that mathematics
appears in many different contexts.

RECAPPING THE COMMUNITY’S PERFORMANCE IN PSLE AND ‘O’ LEVEL MATHEMATICS

14

1999-2008
According to the press release issued by the Ministry of Education last December, the PSLE results showed a dip
in the performance of students across all ethnic groups in 2008. In particular, the result for the Malays dropped
by 0.5 per cent as compared to 2007. As for the ‘O’ level results, there was an improvement across the board. The
percentage passes for the Malays increased by 0.2 per cent in contrast to the previous year (2007).
Within this decade, Malay performance in PSLE mathematics ranged between 63.4 per cent (1999) and 56.3 per
cent (2008) where it peaked at 64.6 per cent (2000). At the ‘O’ level, it ranged between 60.8 per cent (1999) and 66.4
per cent (2008) and it peaked at 69.4 per cent (2005). However, the Malays’ PSLE mathematics results in 2008 were
the lowest since 1999.
1989-1999
During this time, the percentage of Malays who passed mathematics at the PSLE level ranged from 45.3 per cent
(1989) to 61.8 per cent (1998). The peak was in 1996 at 64.8 per cent and the lowest was in 1990 at 45.2 per cent. The
national average during this period ranged between 75.4 per cent (1989) to 84.6 per cent (1998). However, in 2001,
the results of the Malay students dropped to 57.2 per cent and have remained below 60 per cent since.

Perhaps fuelled by the belief that unabated meritocratic values such as ‘hard work’ and ‘diligence’ deliver educational
success, proponents of the ‘human agency’ factor single-mindedly reexamine the underperformance of the
Malay students and their parents. The ensuing consensus on the behavioural and psychological shortcomings thus
shapes the thinking behind the formulation of strategies, interventions and support programmes. It is this belief
that dominates the community’s thinking. Therefore, the strategy over the years has been to stabilise the home
environment and to equip the students with the necessary hard and soft skills. Invariably, these programmes involved
activities such as tuition classes, examination guides, time management skills, mathematics camps and seminars for
parents and students.
The Role of Teaching in Determining Performance
Arguably, one may propose that the strengthening of the ‘human agency’ approach is perhaps just one half of
the ‘story’, which merely deals with the issue ‘downstream’ rather than ‘upstream’. In the absence of ‘upstream’
strategies, the ‘downstream’ approach is akin to placing a bucket under a leaking tap. The ‘downstream’ strategies
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had always been about ensuring the supposedly weak students remain in school, and about improving their
performance in mathematics. ‘Upstream’ strategies on the other hand revolve around how the teachers’ beliefs
and classroom practices (pedagogy) affect students’ performance. Therefore, fixing the leaking tap requires first
the examination of the causal relation between teachers’ pedagogy and students’ outcome. This is based on the
assumption that students’ performance is a direct function of the teachers’ pedagogy.
Furthermore, it is plausible that the effectiveness of the ‘human agency’ approach and the utility of the
‘downstream’ programmes have plateaued and therefore over time actually sustained the current trend in the
performance of the Malay students in mathematics. This interpretation presents the opportunity to ponder
other contributing factors beyond the ‘human agency’, such as the school’s eco-system, teacher training and
beliefs, curriculum and pedagogy.
As it stands, very little public attention within the community has been given to discussing the impact of the
curriculum and pedagogy on the performance in mathematics of students from minority communities in a
multicultural society. In studying the nexus between mathematics and culture, researchers such as Marilyn
Frankenstein and Arthur Powell in their study of ethnomathematics, have explored the possibility that perhaps
the teachers’ pedagogy and beliefs, which translate into the classroom practices in mathematics education
have inadvertently led to the continued dismal performance
of students from certain socio-cultural backgrounds. They
As it stands, very little
opined that the teaching of mathematics in a multicultural
public attention within the
society should be sensitive to the “impacts of various cultural
community has been given
conventions and inclinations – from daily activities and linguistic
to discussing the impact of
practice to one’s social and ideological context – for doing
the curriculum and pedagogy
and learning mathematics.” This is because, mathematics as “a
on the performance in
cultural product ... is created by humans in the interconnected
mathematics of students
midst of culture. The interactions are dialectical: people’s daily
from minority communities
practice, language, and ideology eﬀect and are eﬀected by their
in a multicultural society.
mathematical knowledge”, according to these researchers.
In summary, the teaching of mathematics in schools in a multicultural society, should consider the intricacies
and nuances of the students and teachers’ socio-cultural background. Otherwise, a socio-cultural disconnect,
which hinders learning and obstruct the transfer of knowledge may be intepreted as a by-product of behavioural
and cultural shortcomings on the part of the students and their parents.
Other Factors
All this is not to imply that the existing national curriculum isolates students from certain socio-economic and
cultural background. In fact, it has been shown over the years that academic success can be attained regardless
of one’s race and socio-economic background. However, sustained underperformance in mathematics at the
national level despite decades of intervention at the community level does beget the question of whether the
issue is more complicated than it appears in the mass imagination.
It is on this note that two issues need to be highlighted. First, the public discussion within the community on
the issue of mathematics performance amongst the Malay students has stagnated with almost no new insights.
Second, there is perhaps the possibility that the teaching of mathematics in our schools, within the settings of
a multicultural society, has a far stronger correlation and causal link with the performance of Malay students
in mathematics as opposed to the popular notions which merely highlights the lack of ‘human agency’ on the
part of the students and their parents.
Nur Azha Putra is a member of Young AMP’s Board of Management. He is also an Associate Research Fellow with the
S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University.
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ABILITY-DRIVEN EDUCATION &
THE MALAY/MUSLIM COMMUNITY:

IS IT ENOUGH?
Aidil Subhan Mohamed

prepared” refers to “being equipped with language, literacy,
thinking and numeracy skills.”
Fast forward six years on, there are still rumblings that the Malay/
Muslim community has not achieved this “academic excellence”
as challenged by the then Prime Minister and as envisioned by
the Forum. There definitely have been pockets of success, but
not the 90% that was hoped for. In spite of the various aid and
intervention strategies by Malay/Muslim organisations (MMOs) in
uplifting the academic achievement of the community, passing
rates for critical examinations have remained static or even
dipped in recent years.
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The Ability-Driven Education (ADE) paradigm was
introduced to provide students with multiple pathways to
cater to all strengths. While statistics show that students
are performing better under ADE, are the improvements
good enough? Aidil Subhan Mohamed discusses this
and whether ADE is suﬃcient to prepare students for 21st
century challenges.
IN A report on the Community Leaders’ Forum 2003 entitled
Reaching for the Mark of Excellence, two strategies – short-term
and long-term – were outlined to achieve educational excellence
for the community. The benchmark for excellence, by this
yardstick, was 90% admission into post-secondary institutions,
as challenged by then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong. The shortterm strategy was to provide aid for the students to “improve
their performance in all the major examinations in the critical
years”. Critical years here refer to the upper primary years and
the final secondary years. For the long-term, “students should
be adequately prepared for Primary 1”. The term “adequately

Is Ability-Driven Education Enough?
Ability-Driven Education (ADE) was ﬁrst introduced in 1999 as part
of the Thinking Schools, Learning Nation (TSLN) programme. An
ADE aims to identify and develop the talents and abilities of every
child to the maximum. According to Senior Parliamentary Secretary,
Ministry of Education, Mr Masagos Zulkiﬂi, at an Association of
Muslim Professionals (AMP) forum in January 2008, ADE seeks to
build on the strengths of the students. This is done in three ways,
via access to a Foundation of Excellence, catering to all strengths,
and multiple pathways to success. So far, according to Mr Masagos,
“our students have done well within the new education landscape”,
with an increase in percentage of Malay students in post-secondary
institution from 70% in 2000 to 83% in 2006. Although this is still
short of the 90% mark, he highlighted the fact that in 2007, the top
pupil in the PSLE exams was a Malay/Muslim.
In an ADE paradigm, is doing ‘well’ enough? If the system is to
provide multiple pathways, and to cater to all strengths and based
on a foundation of excellence, shouldn’t we do much better? Doing
well is not academic excellence. Doing well in assessment parlance
means there is room for improvement or the student can do much
better. What can be done for this improvement to materialise
and for academic excellence to truly set in an ADE environment
especially with the 21st century challenges looming?
© Association of Muslim Professionals. Permission is required for reproduction.
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21st Century Challenges
To move ahead in the 21st century, there are a set of skills and
development areas that need to be developed at the school level.
These skills are divided into four sets – learning and innovation
skills, information media and technology literacy skills, life skills,
and citizenship skills. These sets are then further subdivided into
key development areas such as:

IN REVIEW

INFLUENCE

EXPLANATION

RECIPROCAL
TEACHING

Strategy to help reading comprehension
for students who ﬁnd this diﬃcult. It
involves them questioning, summarising,
clarifying and predicting what the text
will say/cover next.
Explicit teaching of subject-speciﬁc
and general study and thinking skills,
integrated into the curriculum.

LITERACY SKILLS SET

KEY DEVELOPMENT AREAS

STRATEGY
TRAINING

LEARNING &
INNOVATION

• Critical thinking & problem
• Creativity & innovation
• Oral & written communications

PEER
ASSESSMENT

Students assessing each other’s work

INFORMATION
MEDIA &
TECHNOLOGY

•
•
•
•

Content mastery
Information literacy
Media literacy
ICT literacy

COOPERATIVE
LEARNING

LIFE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility & adaptability
Initiative & self-direction
Teamwork & collaboration
Social & cross-cultural skills
Productivity & accountability
Leadership & responsibility

Speciﬁc teaching methods such as jigsaw
that give groups and individual students
responsibility for learning, and for teaching
each other relatively independently from
the teacher

SELFASSESSMENT

Students assessing themselves

CITIZENSHIP

• Valuing of diversity
• Global awareness
• Ecological & environmental
awareness
• Values, Ethics & Professionalism

If ADE is achieved via greater diversity and choice in the educational
landscape, the above mentioned skills sets are the pivots that will
help the Malay/Muslim community achieve academic excellence.
At present, MMOs have concentrated mainly on the ﬁrst two skills
sets, that is, learning and innovation and information media and
technology. For the next step in achieving academic excellence,
maybe we should be concentrating our resources on the life skills
set which includes being ﬂexible and adaptable, showing initiative
and self-direction, having teamwork and collaboration, acquiring
social and cultural skills, enhancing productivity and accountability,
and achieving leadership and responsibility – or what we term as
the ‘soft skills’. This life skills set basically sets out to equip students
with not only life skills, but also to give them 21st century skills that
are important ‘requirements of the future workforce’.
Based on Geoﬀ Petty’s book on evidence-based teaching (2001),
among the major inﬂuences in a child’s learning are reciprocal
teaching, strategy training, peer assessment, cooperative learning
and self-assessment. The details are as follows:

Interestingly, one of the ‘disasters’ in terms of inﬂuencing a child’s
learning is ability grouping and teacher expectation of learners.
This deﬁnitely is in line with ADE, whereby the whole idea is about
the child succeeding at his own pace and to the highest level
possible. It is not just about the teacher and the expectations
of the community or its leaders. As part of ADE, schools are to
teach in a diﬀerentiated manner. Diﬀerentiated teaching takes
into account three main factors, that is, students’ ability level,
interest and their proﬁle. Therefore, in our quest to achieve
academic excellence, we will have to study and research on our
Malay/Muslim students’ proﬁle, interest and ability level. Once that
is done, we can then review our approach towards empowering
the students in doing better for their examinations. The approach
should also be diﬀerentiated based on the earlier ﬁndings. The
diﬀerentiated approach can be in the form of a diﬀerent process,
content and ultimately, the product.
Key Challenge Facing the Community
The challenge facing the Malay/Muslim community is not one
of aspiration or eﬀort, but of identifying the right initiative and
intervention. We need to equip our students not only with subject
knowledge, but also study and life skills that will put them in good
stead for the challenges of the 21st century.
It is never about how just how good you are. It is about how good
you want to be!

Aidil Subhan Mohamed is a lecturer of curriculum & pedagogy at the National Institute of Education (NIE), Nanyang Technological University (NTU).
He is currently pursuing his PhD on bilingualism & language planning from the English Language & Literature Academic Group, NIE/NTU.
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MALAY ACHIEVEMENT:
TIME TO STEP UP EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Chairul Fahmy Hussaini

The Malay community has made notable achievements in various fields including arts,
education and sports thus far, underlining the community’s desire to be on par with the other
communities. However, there still exists a significant gap between the Malay community and
the other communities, which Chairul Fahmy Hussaini believes can be narrowed by early
intervention in education.
18
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WEEK AFTER WEEK, the Malay daily paper, Berita Harian, will not fail to report the success stories of Malay/
Muslim individuals who have excelled in the ﬁeld of sports, arts or education. Such reports, to say the least,
highlight the achievements of the Malay/Muslim community. Little by little, we are making good progress. There
is no denying that there is a noticeable fundamental change in attitude within the community – an attitude that
is more progressive and future-oriented.
Today, excellence is the buzz word with many Malay/Muslim parents. They are eager to see their children attain
academic excellence by ensuring that they receive quality preschool education in the belief that this will give
them a strong foundation for primary school. That, the selection of good primary and secondary schools, and not
to mention the choice of top-league junior colleges and universities thereafter is another positive indicator of
change that is taking place in the community. A friend of mine commented recently, the question asked today by
many Malay parents when meeting their friends or acquaintances who have kids of the same age is not whether
their kids have managed to enter university but “which university do they go to”.
This highlights an important shift and the realisation on the part of the community on the need for quality
academic success – as the way forward and up the social ladder to claw out of what I can only describe as ‘social
marginality’.
A Comprehensive Review Needed
Much has been said about the ‘signiﬁcant’ progress of the Malays in education over the last ﬁve decades
(1959-2009).The growing number of outstanding individuals within our community to receive top awards and
international accolades for excellence in the various ﬁelds underlines our desire to be able to ‘duduk sama rendah
dan berdiri sama tinggi’ (be on par) with the larger Singapore community.
One may argue that this, however, is still not enough. More must be done to ensure that many more of our
students enter the ‘menara gading’ (ivory tower). Less than 6 percent of the Malay students cohort per year
make it to university today as compared to more than 10 percent and 25 percent for the Indian and Chinese
communities respectively. A fair argument, I would say, but how do we turn the number from ‘6’ today to ‘9’ in
the short-term and doubling the ﬁgure in the long-term? As it is, the critics are saying the Malays have not made
signiﬁcant gains in narrowing the educational gap with the non-Malay communities despite all that has been
done since the inception of Yayasan MENDAKI in 1982.
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I think it is time for us to conduct a comprehensive review of current strategies, approaches and methodologies
to academic excellence. While help must still be given to students through mass-based tuition, that, however,
cannot be an end to itself. I suggest we start from ‘ground zero’, that is, providing greater support to parents
– urging them to send their children to preschool, two years before starting kindergarten. We must realise that
kindergarten education today is totally diﬀerent, compared to what we went through decades ago. Kindergarten
is no longer the place for kids to start learning A-B-C and 1-2-3. Today, it is a place where we begin to nurture
their intellectual capabilities.
It was reported early this year that between 12 and 14 percent of the Primary One cohort each year failed
to recognise the alphabet. This is worrying because, as the trend goes, there will be a large number of Malay
students among them. I believe that our inability to produce more students to enter universities is not a result
of us not doing enough. Rather, it is from not equipping them with the necessary skills at an early age – to cope
with the multitude of challenges thrown to them. We need to change our current approach. We need to provide
more resources and expertise towards early childhood education, looking at the various aspects of children’s
development from physical well-being to improving mental capacity and language development.
Early Intervention
It is no secret that a large number of Malay students have failed or attained unsatisfactory results in two key
subjects, namely, English and Mathematics, due to their inability to understand concepts of the subjects taught.
Why so? It is my understanding that our approach until recently is still very much dependent on rote-learning. It
focuses on memorisation rather than understanding of a subject or concepts. With children having an absorbent
mind from birth to the age of 6 or 7, it is critical therefore, for us to look into the possibility of refocusing our
attention towards younger children for the survival of our future generation. It is important, especially in this day
and age, for our children to be introduced to the various learning processes at an early stage.
20

While one may argue that providing early childhood education for the whole community is a costly aﬀair which
requires massive funding, the beneﬁts, however, can be just as enormous. I believe, with the right strategy and
approach, funding will not be a problem.
There are many success stories that can be told with regards to early intervention in childhood education. For
instance, we may take a leaf out of what is being done by Chicago Public School which introduced the Child
Parent Centre (CPC). The CPC encourages parents from low-income families to enroll their children at the age of
three and provide two continuous years of education prior to kindergarten.
Its website states that “students will begin to develop basic reading, writing, and math skills” and “parents or
guardians are expected to participate in parent room or classroom activities twice a month. Activities include
topics relating to child growth and development, literacy, readiness skills, parenting skills, health, safety, and
nutrition”.
A good idea, isn’t it?
We have a large number of Malay students attending the Learning Support Programme (LSP) in primary schools.
They were found to be weak in language and literacy skills in English and also weak in foundational numeracy
skills. This happens because our students are not equipped at the young age to understand and appreciate both
subjects and more importantly, parents’ lukewarm eﬀorts in sparking their children’s interest in learning. The crux
of the matter is this: we have a large number of young Malay children who do not have preschool education,
either because the parents are poor or have misplaced priorities. We need to reverse the trend if we want to
realise our vision of being a “community of excellence”.

Chairul Fahmy Hussaini is a correspondent with Berita Harian. The views expressed are his own.
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DON’T
IGNORE

THE COMMUNITY’S
COMMUNITY
REPORT
IN REVIEW
CARD

THE UNSPOKEN NUMBERS

Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat

In his article, Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat highlights certain statistics that should be looked closely at. For instance, more
Malays are buying cars and spending on entertainment, but the same cannot be said for the proportion of their
income spent on education. Muhd Ridzwan argues that looking at income disparity and the community’s spending on
consumer durables might give a more accurate assessment of its progress.
IF THERE was ever a literal report card on the progress of the
Malay community over the past ten years, every Malay family
would be looking at it like a proud parent. We fought a good
fight against perennial problems that were plaguing the previous
generations and made significant improvements that we can
all be proud of. More of our children are attending school and
dropouts have reduced considerably. Even our divorce rates are
showing signs of a silver lining.

than tripled from below $800 in 1980 to $3,100 in 2005. It seems
to be something that the Malays should be proud of. But do take
a closer look. A three-fold increase in income over a period of
25 years may seem impressive. But look at the numbers when
presented in graphical format:
Median Monthly Household Income
Among Employed Households ($), 1980 to 2005

5000
The Other Statistics
However, there are several other riveting trends that have received
less attention from us than they deserve. They are statistics of
our income, car ownership and consumer durables ownership
over the past decades. These statistics may not mean much to
the undiscerning reader as much as statistics on social problems.
But when juxtaposed in context against several realities facing
the Malay community, these unspoken numbers loom over the
horizon as an approaching storm that we will need to sober up
to very soon.
I had the opportunity to pick up a publication titled Progress of the
Malay Community in Singapore since 1980 from the library. It was
recently published by the Ministry of Community Development,
Youth and Sports to document several milestones that the
community has made.
The booklet is quoted as saying that Malay households “are doing
better financially”. Median monthly household income has more
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We are actually falling behind the other races by a very wide
margin. In 1980, the median income of virtually all households in
Singapore – be it Chinese, Malay and Indian – were almost alike.
The Chinese may have earned slightly more, but the disparity
between the races was not so obvious.
However, from 1995 onwards, the Indians and Chinese seem to
have raced ahead in median household income, making $3,130
and $3,500 respectively. The Malays lagged behind with a median
household income of only $2,560. The disparity came to be even
more pronounced in 2005 when the Malay median household
income only barely scraped the $3,000 mark. The median incomes
for other races have, in the meantime, jettisoned above the
$4,000 mark. What this means is that Malays have fallen behind
in earnings when compared to other races and we remain the
poorest people financially in the country – despite improvements
we have made in education.
But my discourse on the unspoken numbers has only just begun.
Being the poorest in the land, surely you would expect our Malay
families to be more prudent with their money?

22

A Consumer Society?
If you ﬂip to the “Speciﬁc Consumer Durables Chart” in the booklet,
it will tell you that Malays make up the nation’s second highest
number of car owners percentage wise, just behind the Chinese.
According to latest statistics, 23% of Malay households today have
a car. Even the Indian families, who earn much more than us, do not
lay claim to this title. I suspect the number of Malay car owners is
much higher now with the recent spate of car vendors setting up
stalls around the Ramadan Bazaar and Geylang Serai Market oﬀering
zero downpayment drive-away deals.
The Malays sure do enjoy their entertainment too and seem to
spare no cash in their pursuit of it. They are the most dominant
owners of VCD and DVD players in the country. Some 87% of Malay
households here own these devices, as compared to 83% for the
Chinese and 81% for the Indians. Cable TV subscription looks to be
a hit with Malay families also, with 36% of Malay households having
subscribed to it, surpassing numbers for the Chinese households
who have only got 32% of their community on cable.

KARYAWAN

But the society needs to pay more attention
to seemingly insigniﬁcant ﬁgures, such as
consumer durables and income disparity
between the races.
Unfortunately, Malay families seem to not exhibit the same
fervour for education.
Despite the extravagance in matters like cars and DVD players,
Malay parents have seemed to take learning pretty lightly. Only
64% of Malay households have a computer in their midst – lowest
figure among all the ethnic groups who all score above 70% in
computer ownership. The same goes with Internet subscription
figures. They score the lowest in this aspect too, with only 44% of
Malay households connected.
What Does All This Mean?
What do these figures mean to you?
Improvements that we have accomplished in education have
not translated into a better financial standing as the income gap
between Malays and other races have become more pronounced
over the decade. Could it be due to the fact that while we have
been busy improving our children’s mathematical skills, we have
neglected to pay enough attention to their financial skills? Are we
alarmed enough when too many of our Malay youngsters proceed
to quickly purchase a car the moment they land themselves a
job? The nation’s statistic on car ownership seems to suggest that
Malay families are spending beyond their means, taking on loans
and liabilities when they can ill afford to.
The Malay community has done very well in keeping its eyes on
statistics such as divorce and teenage pregnancy rates. But the
society needs to pay more attention to seemingly insignificant
figures, such as consumer durables and income disparity
between the races. These statistics when scrutinised keenly, will
give us a more complete feel on the pulse of our community’s
financial health and ultimately our general well-being. Without
this complete feel, future challenges may manifest themselves
too late for us to effectively pre-empt. These statistics cannot
remain as our community’s unspoken numbers.

Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat is currently a graduate student pursuing the Master of Science (Strategic Studies) at the S. Rajaratnam School of International
Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University (NTU). His writings can be viewed at www.ridzwan.com.
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HOMELESSNESS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY:

a new trend?
Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman

There have been many reports on more Malay families living by the beach after losing their homes due to their ﬁnancial
situation. Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman looks at whether this is becoming a trend and if so, what measures can be
taken now to prevent the problem from worsening.
MALAY/MUSLIM families are known to be house proud.
With the Singapore government’s policy of encouraging home
ownership, Malay/Muslim families have benefited from this, with
a majority of them owning their houses. However, way before the
onset of the economic crisis in late 2008, an uneasy trend had
appeared – Malay/Muslim families were facing problems paying
their housing installments.
In early 2008, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong had brought up the
issue of Malay/Muslim families having difficulties in planning their
finances. One of the more serious problems was their inclination
to purchase larger HDB flats beyond their financial means. As a
result, they face financial difficulties and have to seek assistance
from their Members of Parliament (MP). This trend was confirmed
by MPs who said that the majority of their residents facing the
problem were Malay/Muslim families.
Housing Loan Problems
Many of these families had sold and purchased HDB ﬂats several
times before and made thousands of dollars in proﬁts, only to ﬁnd
out that they have to get bank loans for their next purchase of HDB
ﬂats, as they no longer qualify for HDB housing loans. Generally, banks
charge a higher interest rate compared to HDB’s housing loans.

After the economic crisis hit in late 2008, a record number of
Malay/Muslim families faced housing instalment arrears. This
is most likely due to the breadwinners getting retrenched or
receiving pay cuts as a result of the crisis, rendering them unable
to service their housing loans. This in turn increased the risk of
homelessness among these families.
In October 2009, a media report by the Malay daily, Berita Harian,
said that there was a rise in the number of Malay/Muslim families
receiving help from New Hope Community Services, a voluntary
welfare organisation, which offers temporary shelter (apartments)
to those who are homeless as they seek ways to ‘empower’
themselves by securing jobs and alternative accommodation.
It reported that out of 42 families getting help, 30 were Malay/
Muslim families. According to New Hope founder and executive
director, Pastor Andrew Khoo, when he started the programme in
2007, only nine Malay/Muslim families were on the list. However,
the number swelled to 30 families at the end of 2008. And New
Hope’s waiting list is getting longer. Why?
During the 1980s and 1990s, a significant number of Malay
families seemed to ‘enjoy’ the ‘lucrative’ practice of selling and
buying houses numerous times. Other than getting a bigger flat,
they also enjoyed big profits, sometimes up to a five- or six-figure
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sum. Other than putting aside a small amount as savings, the
money was mainly used for holiday trips, purchase of cars and
performing the haj.
Under HDB’s ruling, each citizen can only enjoy two transactions
of subsidised HDB flats, including HDB housing loans. They would
need to take up bank loans if they wish to purchase subsequent
flats. However, there were Malay families who were ‘trapped’
as they had difficulty getting the bank loans after their wages
were cut as a result of the economic crisis. They also faced
difficulties in servicing their existing loans especially those who
had lost their jobs. As a result, they could not afford to maintain
their financing for loans and had to vacate their homes. Some
managed to get help from other family members but those who
did not, had nowhere to live. Thus they resort to ‘living’ in public
areas such as the beach, parks or void decks. Regrettably, the
children’s education may be affected as they would not be able
to concentrate on their school work as they do not have a proper
area or environment for study.
If Singapore’s economy remains weak in the coming years, there
is a possibility that more Malay/Muslim familes may face housing
loan problems and run the risk of becoming homeless. This
problem needs to be carefully monitored and solutions need to
be looked at to prevent more cases.
24

recognise prospective ‘problematic’ families and help them early
before things get worse.
Indeed, it was good news when HDB took several steps in early
2009 to help many homeowners who have problems settling
their housing instalments.
This reduced the number of people with the problem of HDB
payment arrears from 7.9 percent in September 2008 to 7.5
percent in September 2009. This means that 30,770 flat owners
had a minimum of three months’ of payment arrears in September
2009, lower than the 33,670 flat owners with the same problem
in September 2008. Risky home owners were identified early and
help was given, including deferring monthly payments.
HDB also introduced a new concept – temporary homes – for
those who downgrade and are waiting for their new, smaller
flats. Foregoing normal practice, HDB also offered loans to allow
downgraders buy smaller flats, on a case-by-case basis. With the
help of HDB and Malay/Muslim organisations, this new problem
of homelessness within the Malay community can be contained
and even resolved. We should not wait until hundreds of Malay/
Muslim families become homeless before reacting. At the same
time, beneficiaries of these assistance programmes must be told
to do their best to help themselves and not to rely on others for
a long period of time.

What Needs to be Done
First, a good preventive measure is to educate as many families as
possible concerning ﬁnancial planning. This will help them to be
more aware of how to manage their ﬁnances including the sale of
property. Several Malay/Muslim organisations have taken this step
by organising workshops and talks.
Secondly, there is a need to help these
families ﬁnd alternative accommodation,
albeit temporary ones. This is currently
done by New Hope. They must not be
allowed to live at the beach, parks and
void decks as that will be detrimental to
the development of their families.

Before It Gets Worse
We need to address the problem of homeless Malay families before
this gets worse and creates a negative impact on the development
of the community in the long run. A strong family is an important
basic unit for the development and progress of the community
and country. In the last 10 years, the Malay/Muslim community
has attained good progress in the
economic, social and educational areas
while producing a growing middleWe need to address the problem
class group and individuals who excel
of homeless Malay families
in their respective areas. But we should
before this gets worse.
not forget the less well-oﬀ and be
contented.

We now have a number of halfway houses for ex-drug addicts.
Is it possible for us to also have a halfway house for those facing
housing problems? In this shelter, beneficiaries could be assisted
to enhance their skills, besides helping them to find alternative
long-term housing. Counselling and religious guidance could
also be provided to help them be more independent and selfreliant. Alternatively, we could work together with HDB to

In fact, we need to work harder, with the assistance of the
government and civil society. We need to mobilise the energies
of the state and the community, as well as resources, talents
and ideas to attain even higher levels of achievement. This
cooperation will help us face new and bigger challenges in the
future. We must think and act more seriously and courageously.
We must think out of the box, including tackling the problem of
homeless Malay/Muslim families.

Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman is a journalist with Berita Harian, where he also writes the weekly column, ‘Anak PascaMerdeka’, on political and
social issues, for the newspaper.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION:

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW
Khartini Khalid

26

Law Minister K Shanmugam’s idea
of “leavening”, without aﬀecting
the core principle of meritocracy,
has been, in his own words,
“mildly heretical”. Many found
it bold and thought-provoking.
The Straits Times described it as
having “stirred up a storm”, with
divergent views even within the
Malay community. In Parliament,
some Malay MPs had expressed
disagreement with the idea.
Within the community, it found
quiet resonance. Amidst the
debate, Khartini Khalid oﬀers a
class perspective. Two articles
on pages 28 and 29 revisit the
Minister’s proposal.

A FRIEND recently remarked to me: “It feels tough being Malay in Singapore. All the
bleak reports on old problems that have not been solved, and new ones emerging.” His
remark was accompanied by a big sigh.
Looking at the development of the community over the years, one could empathise with
this sentiment. Time and again, the Malay community receives a ‘wake up call’ with news
reports detailing the latest social problems, climbing statistics for matters considered
unsavoury by society. While there are bright spots with middle and upper-middle
class Malays doing better in school and at work, the persistent problems plaguing the
underclass dominates discourse on social issues.
The list is long – academic scores that are not up to the mark, school drop-out rates,
job retrenchments, workers that are not upgrading their skills to meet the needs of
the economy, and so on. Crowning the list is the latest worry for the
community – dysfunctional families, with ‘dysfunction’ happening
in more ways than one – high divorce rates, children born out
of wedlock and young married couples ill-prepared for the
responsibilities of a family.
If intra-community problems are not enough, things are even
bleaker when statistics are rolled out in comparison with the Chinese
and Indian communities in Singapore. While there is progress made
over the years, whatever the numbers are, they still do not add up to
close the gap between our community and other races.
Social Leavening?
How should the problems be tackled and the gap
reduced? Many methods and approaches have
been adopted by Malay/Muslim organisations.
Many suggestions have been floated and tried.
One, however, remains rejected or largely
ignored: the call for ‘affirmative action’, or
specific measures that seek to bring about a
greater sense of equality between groups of
people.
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Interestingly, despite the growing list of problems faced, there
has been no concerted movement from within the community
asking for such measures. It is important to ask why. Proponents
of affirmative action believe that it is necessary to correct the
inequities towards a certain group of people. Is this absence of
a call for such measures an indicator that the Malay community
sees the effects of the ‘divide and rule’ policies of the British
colonialists in the past as something that is irrelevant to the
problems of today? By extension, does this also mean that they
have no issues with the current arrangement?
One prominent suggestion involving a hybrid form of affirmative
action and meritocracy came from outside the Malay community.
In 2003, Member of Parliament K Shanmugam raised the
suggestion of having some form of “social leavening” to help
bridge the gap between the Malay community and others.
Clarifying the issue in a separate occasion six years later, in
2009, Mr Shanmugam, who is now Singapore’s Law Minister and
Second Minister for Home Affairs, said he was not suggesting an
absolute model of affirmative action where quotas favouring the
Malay community are put in place in schools, the workplace or
other institutions. Rather, his suggestion was for a system that
does not forsake meritocracy yet offers more opportunities to
qualified members in the community. To give an example, he
said: “Assuming 10 people made the cut-off, try to look for some
who are also from the Malay community.”

ISSUES

the community. Over time, it can create a sense of resentment in
other communities, because irrespective of the injustices in the
past, affirmative action ironically involves an unequal approach
in the present to bring about “equality” in society.
But what about a “social leavening” policy as suggested by Mr
Shanmugam? Afterall, he had an example in mind involving the
former US Secretary of State, Condoleeza Rice, who was wellqualified for a post as professor at Stanford University and was
selected as the university did not want all “white, Anglo-Saxon
Protestants”. Could such a model offer more opportunities
for well-qualified Malays to excel further in educational and
professional institutions?
A Question of Class?
To me, while such a measure will help some Malays excel and
create icons of success in the community, it will not address the
real issues. Having icons is well and good but the real issues faced
are not so much that of race, but that of class. Of what good is a
successful Malay person – especially from a middle or upper class
background – to another Malay person (for example, from the
lower strata of society) if he/she had not been brought up in an
environment with similar values and aspirations?

It is a class problem more than a racial one.

To some extent, this is already being done via the Group
Representation Constituency (GRC) system in Singapore politics.
With the requirement for candidates from minority races to
stand for elections in a GRC, political parties have to select who
they feel are best qualified for the post, with race being a key
consideration for minority groups to be represented.

Adopting race-based measures of any form will not only not
address the pertinent issues, but may cast the Malay community
further in an unfavourable light. It may strengthen the current
monolithic impression some non-Malays have of the Malay
community – as one that is in constant need of help.

However, should any form of race-based measures be
implemented in other aspects of society? An absolute form
with racial quotas will not work in Singapore if it undermines
meritocracy, which is a basic tenet of our society. Examples
from the region have shown that such an approach may not
necessarily help in the long-term. Getting into university or other
institutions with the help of a quota policy tied to race may give
a chance to get one foot in the door but it comes at a price
– one’s true ability will always be questioned, and this can lead
to an erosion of pride and respect both within and outside of

The best way out is to shift the mindset away from over-linking
the community’s ills to ethnicity. It is a class problem more than
a racial one. Hence, if any form of “social leavening” were to be
implemented, it must be made clear that it is a class-based one for
all in need of help across racial groups in Singapore. If that means
that Malays in the lower strata of society happen to benefit most
from it due to sheer numbers, then, so be it. What is important is
that those in need of help are assisted while others do not remain
shackled by the negative labels attached to the community that
can further inhibit them from excelling.

Khartini Khalid is a former journalist and lecturer. She is currently pursuing her Masters in International Relations at The Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy in the United States. This is a personal view.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: ETHNICITY,
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There must be opportunities,
without affecting the core
principle of meritocracy, for
there to be some form of
action which will see Malays in
important positions in greater
numbers than they are now.

It is a fact that our Malay
Singaporeans have been
performing better in many fields.
But we need to catalyse
that progress.

Source: The Straits Times, 21 January 2003 © Singapore Press Holdings Ltd.
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Photo: © Singapore Press Holdings Limited. Reprinted with permission.

DIVERSITY AND REPRESENTATION

In 2003, in a speech he made during a
parliamentary session, Member of Parliament
K Shanmugam suggested a helping hand
to assist the Malay community to produce
more icons of success. Six years later and now
Singapore’s Law Minister, Mr Shanmugam sticks
to his proposal for diversity even as he reaffirms
meritocracy as a core principle. We reproduce
excerpts of his parliamentary speech in 2003
and a newspaper report in 2009 when he spoke
on the issue.
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I am suggesting that the
principle of meritocracy can
be leavened, with
some steps which assist
the Malay community to
have its stars.

Assuming 10 people made
the cut-off, try to look for
some who are also from the
Malay community.
Source: The Straits Times, 6 July 2009 © Singapore Press Holdings Ltd.
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THE RELIGIOUS REHABILITATION GROUP (RRG):

GROWING THE MUSLIM
COMMUNITY RESPONSE
TO THE JI THREAT

Ustaz Mohamed Ali

The Religious Rehabilitation
Group (RRG) of Singapore
recently drew interest from
many, including the United
States, because of its approach
to religious rehabilitation. Ustaz
Mohamed Ali, a secretariat
30

member and counsellor with the
RRG, gives an insight into how
RRG works.

DECEMBER 2001 marks a signiﬁcant event in the history of Singapore’s security. It witnessed
the ﬁrst wave of arrests of Jemaah Islamiyah (JI) members in Singapore. JI is an active Islamist
militant organisation operating in Southeast Asia which aims to create an Islamic state in
this region through violent means. Although acts and incidents of violence and terrorism is
not a new phenomenon in Singapore, the arrest of JI members demanded a new strategy
in dealing with ideologically motivated movements. Using Islamic concepts such as jihad
(struggle), these JI members portray a sense of exclusiveness in religion by claiming to act
under the banner of Islam.
The Formation of the RRG
For Singapore, the threats and acts of terrorism are more than just in terms of potential
destruction to life and property. Extremism and radicalism could endanger the harmonious
multi-racial fabric of Singapore society which is the cornerstone of the nation’s progress. Any
friction could lead to distrust and discord among the peoples of the diﬀerent faiths living
here. Fortunately, the Singapore authorities moved in quickly and competently in dealing
with the JI threat. Uncovering that these JI members share a deep ideological motivation,
assistance was sought from the local Muslim community, especially the asatizah, to delve
deeper into the minds of these arrested individuals.
Prominent Islamic scholars like Ustaz Ali Bin Haji Mohamed, chairman of Khadijah Mosque
and Ustaz Mohamad Hasbi Hassan, President of PERGAS, the Association of Religious Teachers
and Ulama, were among those who were invited by the Singapore security agencies to have
an initial dialogue with the JI members. In their assessment, both ustaz concluded that the
religio-ideological component of the JI movement needed to be dealt with to achieve a
longer term strategic response to this type of terrorist threat. According to them, the grave
danger of JI’s religio-ideological inclination is a concern to Singapore’s security which needed
to be addressed. Hence the formation of the Religious Rehabilitation Group (RRG).
The RRG, as it is widely known, was oﬃcially inaugurated in April 2003. It originally had 11
members though the membership has now grown to more than 30 today. These members
consist of mainly asatizah from diverse age groups, careers and educational backgrounds.
Apart from the religious scholars, the RRG also comprises a secretariat whose members are
from both the asatizah and non-religious background to provide the administrative support
to the RRG.
As the name suggests, RRG’s main and initial task is provide religious counselling to the JI
members in detention, those placed under Restriction Order (ROs) and their family members.
A second and equally important objective for its formation is to assist the Singapore security
© Association of Muslim Professionals. Permission is required for reproduction.
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agency to study JI’s ideology and provide an expert resource panel
to assist the government and community towards understanding
Islam in relation to any misconceptions and misinterpretations of
the religion.
There is no doubt that the counselling of the JI detainees is a longterm process that requires time and perseverance. Today, while the
counselling eﬀorts are still ongoing, RRG has broadened its activities
to include educational and social programmes. These programmes
aim to proactively educate the wider public on the dangers of
extremist ideologies and prevent Muslim youth from being drawn
into deviant teachings.
Challenges in Rehabilitation
Although the asatizah of the RRG are qualiﬁed Islamic scholars and
teachers, understanding and dealing with the religious ideology of
JI is still a great challenge. This is particularly because JI’s worldview
and their understanding and interpretation of Islamic concepts is
alien to Islam and thus, it was something that the asatizah were not
familiar with. On the RRG’s strategy, Ustaz Ali Haji Mohamed said that
when it started the rehabilitation work, it did not have any model or
example to follow.
He said: “This rehabilitation approach to extremists and radicals is
possibly the ﬁrst of its kind. Not much research has been done then.
We started with an in-depth research. We went back into history,
to look at the causes of extremism. We analysed and compared
diﬀerent patterns of extremism and radicalism. We returned to our
revered sources and our Islamic intellectual tradition and heritage.”
He also revealed the engagement of ulama or religious scholars
to gain their support. “We engaged our ulama and dwelled on the
need to open the gates of ijtihad (reasoning) speciﬁcally on this
issue of terrorism and radicalism. Simply put, all RRG members had
to become ‘students’ again.”
To ensure a smooth and eﬀective counselling session for the JI
detainees, the RRG needed to conduct research on the Islamic
concept misconstrued by Islamist militants in general and JI’s
ideology in particular. This research eﬀort has led the RRG to produce
their ﬁrst counselling manual entitled “Islam Agama Salam & Damai:
Langkah Hayati Erti Jihad Sebenar” (Islam, Religion of Peace: Steps
Towards Understanding the True Meaning of Jihad) which is used
by the asatizah as a guide in the counselling process. In 2008, RRG
produced its second counselling manual which consists of broader
and current issues, like the threat of self-radicalisation and religious
extremism to name a few.
In counselling the JI detainees, RRG members, equipped with their
religious knowledge, voluntarily provided their time to sit and talk with
the JI members. Initial counselling sessions with the detainees centred
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Today, the concept of religious
rehabilitation, particularly for Islamist
militants, has gained wide acceptance
locally and internationally.
on explaining the correct understanding of concepts like jihad, hijrah
(migration), bai’ah (pledge of allegiance), ummah (Islamic community)
and daulah islamiyah (Islamic state). Apart from discussing these
concepts, RRG members have a greater role to educate the detainees
on the peaceful and moderate message of Islam, universal Islamic and
moral values that are deemed important in order for the detainees to
have a wholesome understanding of Islam.
Taking the RRG Around the World
Today, the concept of religious rehabilitation, particularly for Islamist
militants, has gained wide acceptance locally and internationally.
Singapore is not alone in this eﬀort – similar concepts of rehabilitation
can be found in countries like Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Egypt, Malaysia
and Indonesia. Today, many governments have realised that religious
rehabilitation is an important component to formulate a more
eﬀective counter extremism and terrorism strategy.
In particular, Singapore’s approach to religious rehabilitation has
gained the interest of many – including the US government. In
an article published by The Christian Science Monitor on 9 October
2007 Simon Montlake writes: “A counselling programme that
employs Muslim clerics to rebut extremist views of detainees
has steadily reduced their numbers over the past four years in
Singapore, suggesting that religious-based rehabilitation may oﬀer
an alternative to indeﬁnite detention without trial in the US-led war
on terrorism.”
Due to the importance and interest in such eﬀorts, RRG members
have travelled widely to share Singapore’s approach of detainee
rehabilitation with the authorities in Malaysia, Indonesia, Saudi
Arabia, United Kingdom, United States, Germany, Belgium, Austria
and Denmark. After six years of engagement in the rehabilitation
work, today RRG has started to groom the next generation of young
asatizah to continue their work.
Moving forward, RRG will continue to collaborate and engage
diﬀerent government agencies, institutions, think tanks, academicians
and religious scholars to provide information on RRG and expose the
dangers of radical ideologies. It also plans to engage a wider range
of the Islamic teaching community such as the asatizah in mosque,
madrasahs and overseas students. New approaches will be explored,
such as conventions, workshops, partnerships and sharing sessions
with diﬀerent levels of society, especially the youths.

Ustaz Mohamed Bin Ali is a secretariat member and counsellor of the Religious Rehabilitation Group (RRG). He is currently pursuing a PhD in Arab
and Islamic Studies at the University of Exeter, United Kingdom.
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ISLAM,
CONSUMERISM AND
THE ENVIRONMENT
Soﬁah Suaad Mohamed Jamil

Socio-economic progress around the world, including Singapore, has given rise to consumerism, which often leads to
careless consumption and eventually, adverse implications on the environment. Soﬁah Jamil believes that members of the
Malay/Muslim community can play their part in protecting the environment by making simple changes to their lifestyle.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC progress has been one of the primary
concerns of Singapore’s Malay-Muslim community. Over the years,
eﬀorts have been channelled to facilitating greater opportunities
for the economically disadvantaged. All and well, a section of the
community has excelled in their careers and are part of what has
been termed as the ‘growing middle class’ or perhaps even the
‘new rich’. While such achievements are commendable, there are
nevertheless issues that are generally associated with increased
wealth and disposable income that often go under the radar.
Careless consumption is one of them. Such consumption is
careless towards society and the environment.
While a consumerist lifestyle is inevitable in a highly globalised
society, careless consumption is something that can and should
be curbed. The notion of consumption, in some respects, is
associated with indicators of success – the more money you have
earned, the more successful you are and the more you are able to
buy/consume to reﬂect your success. Such a perception would

clearly ring a bell in Singapore where many in the rat race strive to
achieve the 5 Cs: car, cash, credit card, condominium and career.
In the meantime, as individuals work towards achieving these,
other materialistic goods and services would suﬃce. This article
does not suggest that we should stop ourselves from enjoying the
‘better things in life’ but rather reﬂect on how and why we seek to
achieve them.
Consumers vs the Environment
A motivating factor for writing this piece has been global trends
of increasing consumption, which have had adverse social
and environmental implications, many of which overlap and
feed into each other – that is, poverty and income inequality,
resource scarcity and food insecurity to name a few. What we are
witnessing is clearly the crumbling of the modernisation theory,
where the notion of economic development is paramount. Even
so, many developing countries still seek to develop along the lines
of western developed countries.
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Increased economic wealth thus allows its people to consume
more, which drives production in the materials economy – a linear
system starting from extraction of resources to the production,
distribution, consumption and ﬁnally, disposal of economic goods.
However, according to Annie Leonard (director of the Story of Stuﬀ
project – www.storyofstuﬀ.com), this system is unsustainable
given that resources are ﬁnite and that forces of globalisation only
intensify the economic process while ignoring the various social
processes at work. The United States, for instance, is said to be
the world’s biggest consumer society. Although making up about
5% of the world’s population, it consumes 30% of the world’s
resources and produces 30% of the world’s waste (and let’s not
forget all those carbon emissions). Leonard further notes that if
everyone were to consume in the US, we would need 3 to 5 more
Earths’ worth of resources to sustain it, something we certainly
cannot aﬀord.
Such facts have, no doubt, put consumerism in the hot seat
and encouraged several movements worldwide to reduce one’s
level of consumption, not only in terms of doing one’s bit for the
environment, but also one’s own personal ethical development.
Rather than thinking “Why can’t I consume more?”, consumers
should ask themselves “Why can’t I consume more sustainably/
ethically?” All it takes is a conscious eﬀort to do simple actions
such as buying/eating what you need/in moderation, using the
extra cash for charity or giving back to society or even reducing
consumption of disposables. Such actions place emphasis on a
principle which is often understated – the signiﬁcance of small
eﬀorts that accumulate overtime and with everyone doing their
part. As the Malays say: Sedikit-dikit, lama-lama jadi bukit.
Islam and the Environment
Some may ask, would this really matter to Singapore’s Malay-Muslim
community? Of course it does, for two primary reasons. Firstly, we
do not live in a vacuum, nor are we immune to the market forces
around us. To think that we are ‘the exception’ or that we have other
more basic issues like education and employability to think about,
clearly misses the point and lacks foresight in preparing for future
challenges. Our youth, in particular, should be made aware of these
issues and be able to tap on the increasing opportunities arising
from the green economy and other sustainable development
activities. Such issues are already being discussed at the national and
global level. It could very likely then still be the case that the MalayMuslim community will still be playing ‘catch up’ if it fails to curb a
culture of careless consumption despite achieving its desired level
of economic progress in the future.
In fact, there may already be signs of the culture of careless
consumption arising in the community at this very moment. In
his Aidilﬁtri speech in 2009, Minister for the Environment and
Water Resources Dr Yaacob Ibrahim expressed his worry that there
would be a widening division between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-
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nots’ in the Malay-Muslim community. His worry was that the
former – with their newfound wealth and independence – would
not be giving back and helping society as much as they should. In
this respect, curbing a culture of careless consumption would also
indirectly facilitate a sense of humility. We should not forget what
it is like to ‘have a little’ rather than ‘having a lot’ or even ‘having a
lot more’.
Secondly, curbing a culture of careless consumption is not alien
to Islam, where principles of waste reduction and ensuring a
sustainable environment are in abundance (but perhaps easily
forgotten).

“O Children of Adam! wear your beautiful apparel
at every time and place of prayer: eat and drink: But
waste not by excess, for Allah loveth not the wasters”.
(Holy Quran, 31:5)

“The Prophet (pbuh) said: “Prevention of damage and
corruption before it occurs is better than treatment
after it occurs....The averting of harm takes precedence
over the acquisition of beneﬁts.”
(Majallat al-Ahkam al-Adliya).
Young AMP, the youth wing of the Association of Muslim
Professionals (AMP), through its recent activities, has gotten the
ball rolling on this issue. In conjunction with the International Day
of Climate Action, Young AMP organised “Going 350: Muslims and
the Environment”, in a bid to increase environmental awareness
within the community. One of the presentations during the event
was by Ustaz Firdaus Yahya who presented Islamic principles on
the environment and highlighted the issue of greed, which spans
various aspects of our lives, and more so the environment that we
live in. A small yet signiﬁcant step, Young AMP looks forward to
further sensitising Singapore’s Malay-Muslim community on such
contemporary challenges.
While it is critical that Singapore’s Malay-Muslim community strives
to increase its level of economic development and success, let it
not be a pre-occupation that undermines other intangible aspects
of life, such as humility, happiness and a holistic understanding of
our environment.

Soﬁah Jamil is a Research Analyst at the Centre for Non-Traditional
Security Studies, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies
(RSIS), Nanyang Technological University. She is also a member of
the Young AMP Board of Management.
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BOOK REVIEW

IGNITING THOUGHT,
UNLEASHING YOUTH
Edited by Mohamed Nawab and Farhan Ali

Review by Shahira Anuar
Shahira Anuar reviews Young AMP’s inaugural book on youth and activism, which
explores the role of youths as change agents in the community and how Malay/
Muslim youths can contribute to the progress of the community and country.
IGNITING THOUGHT, UNLEASHING YOUTH oﬀers a timely exploration of youth activism in
the Malay/Muslim community. The book proﬀers rightly how youths are the ultimate agents of
change within the community, documents a sobering evaluation of what barriers stand in their
way and proposes insightful strategies, some fresh and exciting, to overcome the struggles of
the community.
The authors are thinking youths of their community who are actively involved in youth activism
themselves. The essays expound an excellent account of personal experiences, careful research coupled with
comprehensive references to scholarly opinions in the relevant areas.
The Future of Youth Activism in the Community
Youth activism within the Malay/Muslim community has burgeoned over the years through many diﬀerent
mediums. The authors suggest that this is partly due to the extensive global attention on the Muslim world,
exacerbated by the war against terrorism; in part by the increasing sense of Muslim identity of youths and in part
by the exigencies of living in a multi-cultural, globalised and competitive Singapore. The collection of provocative
essays records samples of current areas of youth activism and examines in detail potential areas of activism that
have otherwise been largely ignored by the Malay/Muslim community.
In their brief introduction, the editors – Mohamed Nawab and Farhan Ali – develop a conceptual frame for
understanding the current position of Malay/Muslim youths in Singapore and were deﬁnitive in the two speciﬁc
aims of the book. First, they aim to analyse the state of Malay/Muslim youths and their activism in Singapore and
elsewhere in the world. Second, they want to start articulating new ideas, direction and potential in Malay/Muslim
youth leadership and activism. Both editors are pursuing their PhD, Mohamed Nawab with the Australian National
University and Farhan Ali at Harvard University. Both are active members of Young AMP.
Youth and Contemporary Issues
Islamic extremism and identity
Mohamed Nawab’s contribution broaches the sensitivities of Islamic extremism in Singapore and discusses
governmental and societal organisations’ eﬀorts aimed at countering radicalisation. He argues that there is room
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for further improvement in the eﬀorts to espouse anti-radicalisation
ideologies within Malay/Muslim youths in particular.
Rizwana Begum addresses how the Internet is a powerful medium
for technologically-savvy Malay/Muslim youths to express their
identity as Muslims and in doing so, contribute to activism on
a personal level. The Internet is also increasingly an important
channel for local Islamic authorities and organisations to reach
out to the youths of the community.
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Research, science and technology
Farhan Ali thoroughly points out the relatively small numbers of
Muslims, in Singapore and around the world, who advocate research,
science and technology. For Malay/Muslim youths to be of value
to Singapore, it is vital that we utilise our talents within this ﬁeld
because it plays a key role in the progress of a nation. We cannot
content ourselves with the successes of others and not contribute
anything towards the overall progress of the nation and the world.
Eﬀort needs to be channelled towards resolving the barriers that
pose a hindrance to the community. In this case, the lack of both
ﬁnances and the proper mindset seem to play a determining role.

Islam and women activism
Shahirah M ahmood ’s
The editors – Mohamed Nawab and
comparative analysis is quite
Environmentalism
an eye-opener. Shahirah’s study
In her engaging essay pivoting
Farhan Ali – develop a conceptual frame
of Muslim women activism in
around environmentalism,
for understanding the current position of
Malaysia and Singapore exposes
Sofiah Jamil carefully assesses
Malay/Muslim youths in Singapore and
the tension between gender
how in fact Islamic practices
were deﬁnitive in the two speciﬁc aims of the
subordination
and
gender
and the teachings of the Quran
book.
equality. It is largely the confusion
do implicitly encourage and
between the roles of syariah and ﬁqh that ignites this tension. This
endorse caring for the environment. Environmentalism is a live
can be avoided by interpreting Islamic legal codes and norms in
and highly charged-up global issue. There is a positive outlook
the light of modern day conditions, taking into account issues
of Malay/Muslim youths advocating environmentalism within
that are unique to the present state of globalisation. Not limited
principles of Islam which could lead to many advantages for the
to women’s rights, it would surely always be helpful to analyse the
community and the Singaporean community at large.
aims of Islamic legal codes and norms within the historical context
and whether the same interpretation is appropriate and useful to
A Useful Reference Tool
be adopted within contemporary Islam, upon close examination
Igniting Thought, Unleashing Youth is an important resource
of modern day exigencies and ways of life. Some observers see
for the community and religious leaders, youth advocates and
Muslim women in Malaysia and Singapore as suﬀering gender
scholars interested in youth activism specific to the Malay/Muslim
inequality, whether through prescribed legislation, or otherwise.
community. The book is unique in the way it identifies areas of
While in both states, basic human rights are accessible to these
youth activism within a contemporary Islamic backdrop which
women, activism in Singapore is largely enacted within the gated
also meets the demands of multi-faceted urban Singapore. The
fortresses of the government while the same is not apparent in
collection builds on earlier initiatives to document and advocate
Malaysia.
efforts, as well as establishes other untapped areas of youth
activism specific to the Malay/Muslim community. Thus, youth
Interreligious interaction
advocates and leaders of the community would do well to listen
Malminderjit Singh’s comparative study of the Young Sikh
carefully to the voices in this collection. Youths of today are a vital
Association of Singapore (YSAS) and Young AMP was largely
part of progress of the community and consequently the nation.
based on his personal experiences as a strong advocate of
youth activism within his Sikh community. He was constructive
in his analysis and advances valuable recommendations on the
possible ways that the YSAS can work together with their Malay/
Shahira Anuar is a second-year undergraduate pursuing law at the
Muslim counterpart to achieve an unequivocal win-win situation
University of Manchester.
for both communities and the society at large.
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Measuring the Community’s Progress: A New Perspective

2

Haikal The Genius: Tipping Point for the Malay Community?

4

by Sani Hamid
The community’s progress has long been measured by employment ﬁgures, educational statistics and
entrepreneurship, among others. Sani Hamid proposes a new approach to measure the community’s progress
more accurately – by calculating the net worth of the community.

by Yang Razali Kassim

Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain made the front page news recently for being the ﬁrst 13 year-old boy to be qualiﬁed for
university. Yang Razali Kassim looks at how we can replicate his success with more prodigies in the community.

FROM HAIKAL THE GENIUS TO HOMELESSNESS: NEW PEAKS AMID NEW PROBLEMS
We present a package of issues within the community – some bright sparks amid familiar bugbears. The emergence of Muhammad Haikal Abdullah Zain as probably the ﬁrst Malay
genius is something to be proud of. Is this the beginning of more Malay prodigies? Yang Razali Kassim discusses whether the community can develop a strategy to produce more
Malay geniuses over the next two decades. On the other extreme, is homelessness emerging as a new headache for the community, asks Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman.

EDUCATION OF THE MALAYS: THE WAY FORWARD

7

by Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim
Abdul Shariﬀ Aboo Kassim looks at why the various intervention eﬀorts
by the community have not resulted in signiﬁcant progress of Malay
students in education. He discusses the possible impediments to the
success of Malay students.

DOWNWARD TREND OR TURN-AROUND
IN MATHEMATICS?: ASSESSING MALAY
PERFORMANCE IN THE LAST TWO DECADES

11

by Nur Azha Putra
Although many in the community feel that the performance gap between
Malay students and those from other communities has not narrowed,
Nur Azha Putra oﬀers a more positive perspective. He argues that Malay
students’ performance has remained relatively stable despite the various
national and global crises.

THE FORGOTTEN DIMENSION:
THE CRITICAL ROLE OF TEACHING IN MALAY
ATTAINMENT IN MATHEMATICS

13

by Nur Azha Putra
The gap between the performance of Malay students and those from
other communities in Mathematics has not closed despite the decades
of intervention by the community. Nur Azha Putra looks at whether the
strategy of focusing on the ‘human agency’ factor as a way to improve the
students’ performance might be ﬂawed.

ABILITY-DRIVEN EDUCATION &
THE MALAY/MUSLIM COMMUNITY: IS IT ENOUGH?

16

by Aidil Subhan Mohamed
The Ability-Driven Education (ADE) paradigm was introduced to
provide students with multiple pathways to cater to all strengths. While
statistics show that students are performing better under ADE, are the
improvements good enough? Aidil Subhan Mohamed discusses whether
ADE is suﬃcient to prepare students for 21st century challenges.

MALAY ACHIEVEMENT:
TIME TO STEP UP EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
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by Chairul Fahmy Hussaini
The Malay community has made notable achievements in various ﬁelds
including arts, education and sports thus far, underlining the community’s
desire to be on par with the other communities. However, there still
exists a signiﬁcant gap between the Malay community and the other
communities, which Chairul Fahmy Hussaini believes can be narrowed by
early intervention in education.

ECONOMIC

DON’T IGNORE THE UNSPOKEN NUMBERS

SOCIAL

HOMELESSNESS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY:
A NEW TREND?

Subject
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by Mohammad Noor Abdul Rahman
There have been many reports on more Malay families living by the beach
after losing their homes due to ﬁnancial problems. Mohammad Noor
Abdul Rahman looks at whether this is becoming a trend and if so, what
measures can be taken now to prevent the problem from worsening.

ISSUES

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW
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by Khartini Khalid
Law Minister K Shanmugam’s idea of “leavening”, without aﬀecting the
core principle of meritocracy, has been, in his own words, “mildly heretical”.
Many found it bold and thought-provoking. The Straits Times described it
as having “stirred up a storm”, with divergent views even within the Malay
community. In Parliament, some Malay MPs had expressed disagreement
with the idea. Within the community, it found quiet resonance. Amidst the
debate, Khartini Khalid oﬀers a class perspective.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION:
ETHNICITY, DIVERSITY AND REPRESENTATION

30

by Ustaz Mohamed Ali
The Religious Rehabilitation Group (RRG) of Singapore recently drew
interest from many, including the United States, because of its approach
to religious rehabilitation. Ustaz Mohamed Ali, a secretariat member and
counsellor with the RRG, gives an insight into how RRG works.

ISLAM, CONSUMERISM AND THE ENVIRONMENT

English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
B
C
B

PSLE
Results
A*
A
A

Luqmanul Haziq Kamarudin from
Opera Estate Primary School for
his achievement in obtaining an
aggregate of 251.
Subject
English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
A
C
A

PSLE
Results
A
A*
A

Ko Jogie from Qihua Primary School
for displaying a consistent performance
and attaining an aggregate of 251.
Subject
English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
A
B
A

PSLE
Results
A
A*
A

Tan Yong Xiang from Woodgrove
Primary School for successfully
achieving an aggregate of 249.
Subject
English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
A
B
A

PSLE
Results
A
A
A*
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In 2003, in a speech he made during a parliamentary session, Member of Parliament
K Shanmugam suggested a helping hand to assist the Malay community to
produce more icons of success. Six years later and now Singapore’s Law Minister,
Mr Shanmugam sticks to his proposal for diversity even as he reaﬃrms meritocracy
as a core principle. We reproduce excerpts of his parliamentary speech in 2003
and a newspaper report in 2009 when he spoke on the issue.

THE RELIGIOUS REHABILITATION GROUP (RRG):
GROWING THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY RESPONSE
TO THE JI THREAT

Registration is
open
to students in
Primary 3 – Se
condary 5.

Congratulations to all on your achievements!
Lim Amira Syuhada Bte Mazlan
from Haig Girls’ Primary School for
attaining an aggregate of 252.

COMMUNITY IN REVIEW
EDUCATION

Prioritise your child’s education.
Enrol your child in MERCU™ now.
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by Soﬁah Suaad Mohamed Jamil
Socio-economic progress around the world, including Singapore, has
given rise to consumerism, which often leads to careless consumption
and eventually, adverse implications on the environment. Soﬁah Jamil
believes that the Malay/Muslim community can play their part in
protecting the environment by making simple changes to their lifestyle.

Congratulations to the students in other levels!
Syarah Nuradilah Bte Mohd Zaini from
White Sands Primary School, Primary 3
Subject
English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
84%
56%
84%

SA2
Results
84%
77%
85%

Nurﬁryal Abdul Razak from Tanjong
Katong Primary School, Primary 4
Subject
English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
80%
51%
59%

SA2
Results
78%
61%
74%

English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
84%
58%
57%

“In my opinion, MERCU™ has been a good source of learning
besides school as there are qualiﬁed tutors to assist me in
harnessing my academic potentials. Not only was I able to
learn good study techniques, I was also able to make lots of
friends! But of course, it is not all work. There is also much
fun too such as the SHOP (school holiday programmes) for
each level apart from the June outdoor programmes. I have
beneﬁted much from MERCU™ and I sincerely hope others
will beneﬁt too.”
Lim Amira Syuhada Bte Mazlan
She attained an aggregate of 252.

“I ﬁnd that the tuition programme is very good. The Intensive
Revision Workshop (IRW) and the Clinic Support Programme
(CSP) together with the tutors’ consistent assistance have
helped my child to really improve her marks a lot, especially
her Mathematics. She was able to score a B for her PSLE
Maths as compared to a D for the mid-year.“

SA2
Results
83%
64%
91%

Primary Level
2 hours per session, twice a week

English, Maths & Science

Nur Atikah Azahari from East Coast
Primary School, Primary 5
Subject
English
Mathematics
Science

SA1
Results
38%
45%
40%

SA2
Results
50%
61%
65%

Secondary Level
2 hours per session, per subject

BOOK REVIEW
21

by Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat
Muhd Ridzwan Rahmat highlights certain statistics that should be looked
closely at. For instance, more Malays are buying cars and spending on
entertainment, but the same cannot be said for the proportion of their
income spent on education. Muhd Ridzwan argues that looking at
income disparity and the community’s spending on consumer durables
might give a more accurate assessment of its progress.

IGNITING THOUGHT, UNLEASHING YOUTH:
PERSPECTIVES ON MUSLIM YOUTH AND
ACTIVISM IN SINGAPORE –

EDITED BY MOHAMED NAWAB AND FARHAN ALI

able*

Mdm Rachmawati, parent of Nurul Kaiyisah Bte Md Latip.
Kaiyisah attained an aggregate of 223.

Emilia Bte Mohd Sulaiman from
Loyang Primary School, Primary 3
Subject

Testimonials

Subsidies avail

*Terms and conditions apply
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Review by Shahira Anuar
Shahira Anuar reviews Young AMP’s inaugural book on youth and activism,
which explores the role of youths as change agents in the community
and how Malay/Muslim youths can contribute to the progress of the
community and country.
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